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BOARD'OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

.CHAPTER 58
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BOARD OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

Sub-Chapter -3
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Rule 10.58.301 Curriculam Development, Planning
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10.58.302 General Education4-

10.5!3.303 Professional Education
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Sub-Chapter 6
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CERTIFICAITION'

Sub-,Chapter-1

10.58.104
\

. ,

State Adminiq.tratiVe Procedural Standards

10.513.101 ADVISORY GROUP '(1) 'The board of public
educaET6R-gETTY7FFSETE7iii7aVisory. group-to be known as the
certification reikiiew panel,,to,provide continuous review of
programs and implementation, of the standards for state
approVal.of teacher education programs leading to interstate
reciprodAty of.teacher 'certification. MemberShip shall
include profeSsionals from all'leveis of,education and'other
citizens concerned with teacher edudation. (History: Sec.
20-2-114, MCA; IMP,'Sec. 20-2-121, MCAr NEW, 1979 MAR
p.492.-4934.Effl-5725/79d

10.58.102 ROCESS LEADING TO APPROVAL OF TEACHER EDUCATION
PROGRAMS* (1) The process.leading to, appro-Val of teacher
"JatTaTian programs shalite carrie.d out by visiting teams .

appointed by the beard of publicYeducation. These teams
shall be broadly représentativeof the educational community.
(History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, SeC. 20-2-121,- MCA;
NEW, 1979 MAR p.492-493, Eff.-75725/79.)

10.58..1:03 VISITATIONS (1) All teacher education pro-
grams,Shall be visited" for approvalat least every five
years or upon request of a college.

(2). The board of public education shall tadopt clearly
stated procedures for implementing the process of teacher
education.pertification approval.

(3) Joint viSitations and cooperation with other
accrediting agencies will be encouzaged. (History: Sec.#
20-2-114, MCA; IMP.,Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p.492-
493, Eff. 5/25/77)

10.58.104 'AYPROVED PROcRAMS (1) The office of public
instruction shall issue 11.-ts of institutions with programs
approved by the board of public education as meeting rthese
,standards for teacher education. Such lists shall also
'include, pursuant to Section'20-4-121, MCA, all programs
accredited by regional and4national accreditation alencies;
with an identification Of the accreditation agency;Ithis
information will be provided to the office of public instruc-

e initial
tion by each college no later than December 1 of 7/oh year.
Lists shall indicate the programs approved and th
and expiration dates of such approval. Provisions,shall be
)tade to provide these lists to institutions, school personnel
offices, counselors, and others within the state upon request
and to exchange lists with education agencies in other
states. (History: Sec 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121,
MCA, NEW, 1979 MAR PA92-493, Eff. 5/25/717)

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES OF MONTANA f 7/1/80 10-859
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10.58.105 BOARD OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
.

10.58.105 OPTIONAL COMPLIANCE (1) These stamdards shall
be opELYEEFTEF-RTRTEETE-7071-J4FiTTUtAonly those colleges
adopting the standards ill be ,reported ito other atates as
satisfying the requir ents of the'Interstate Certification
Compact, Section 20-4- 21 MCA, and Soard of public education
policy. (History: Se 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec.:20-2-121r
14CA;.NEW- 1979 MAR p.492-493Eff. 5/25/797)

-Sub-Chapter. 2
4

0

Organization and Administrtion of Teacher Education

10.58.201 PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES (1) The catalogue of
an institution shall in'cZpde:

(a) bach certificatTibn Program offered;
(b) the grade span for which 'state approval has been

srantedl
(c) clearlYs defined statements of objectives;
(d) the level at whicrt proliams are offered ,(basic and

,advanced); and
(e) the graduate zrograms offered for the preparation

..of specifically riamed sjhool services petsonnel.
(2) 'Teacher preparatIon programs shall consiker the

judgment.of:
(a) members of the faculty;
(b) st4d4nts;
(c) gradkates;
'(d) lay Citizens;
(e) 'schools; and
(f) the professional education'al organizations. (History:'

Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA.; NEW, 1979 MAg
p.492-493, Eff. 5/25/79.)_

4

10.68:202 OROANIZATION (1) Out---6f-stae institutipns
offering teacher training programs injdontana shall meet
equivalent criteria to Montana institutions:- , H.

(a) the control of the institution shall reside in a
board, of trustees or an otherwise designated board. ,The
functions of the board shall be that of assuring instktut
philosophies and policies which will result in the-hest
Possible services to the-students and the faculty and'wilI,
endure a sound educational program.

(i) 'In the discharge of its functiOnsl)here-shall be
clear evidence in the*records of the board'6 eZiberations
that it recognizes and'fulfills its responsibility 'to teaCher
education.

(ii) Terms of office shall be arranged,to provide
desirable continuity within the board membership.

. 10-,860 7/1/80 ADMINISTRATIVE RULES OF MONTANA
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CERTIPION 10.58.2'02

(b) Under the direction of a president or 'an otherwise
. designated chief administrative officer, adequate provision
shall be made,for the performance of all administrative
functions affecting teadher education by personnel competent
in. their respectiyp assignments.

(i) An organizational chart of the i.nstitUtion shall -
-toe available, and evidence shall be provided tq,support fhe
suitability of the organization for teachet'edlTation, the
competency of the personnel,.and the manner in whichrfunction's

*are performed,
(ii) Writtefi policies shall be provided pertaiping to

salary schedules, rank, tenure, group insurance, sabbOtical,
leave, sick leave, retireAent allowances, funding pf inser.7
vice development of faculty, and s9ivice by the faculty in'
'professional development on a state, regional, or national

-

(ay Financial resourdes fok the accomplishment of an-
nounced:purposes.must be available,-and current income for
both public and private institutions must be such as to en-
able an institution to carry on its propcIsed work. In
-determining the financial conditipn of an institution, '
emphasis shall be given to the.income available-for'teacher
education purposes and the manner in which that income is
expended. 4

(1) :Pheinstitution §,palll operate -on a budget-prepared'-
in-accordance-uith sound finanoial and educational.practice
and shall issue an annual finandial statement giving a clear'
and accurate picture of its financial status. The financial
statement shall be audited by a qualified outside agency.

(ii) 'The, i.nstitution shall provide financial reports
that clearly reveal the relative amounts expended for in-
struction, administration,,maintenance, equipment, supplies,
library, student actjvities, capital outlay and debt service
for the teacher.education program as.compared to other .

programs of the institution.
(iir) The financial records shall be kept in such a

form that the economic status of the institution may be
readily determined.

(d) Institutions which'offer 'extended services, apch
as summer sessions, evening and weekend programs, off-campus
extension or correspondence classes., survey and cvnsultant
serVices, shall provide the needed resources to,conduct such
services. Information shall be provided indicating the ad-
ministrative an, operational provisibAns established to
assure the quality of such special sjervices. This informa-
tion shill indicate the extent to which these special services
complement and/or-relate to the regular program. (History:
Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR
p.492-493, Eff. 5/25/79;)

1
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10.58.203 BOARD OF PUBLIC. EDUCATION

10.58.203 STUDENT ADMISSION, RETENTION, EXIT AND BOLLOW-
14) POLICIES AND PRACTICRS (1) Provision Shall,be within fhe
institution for orderly methods of obtaining and maintaining,
information relative to candidates applying for admission to
teacher education. f

(2) Specific admissions standards and procedures shall'
eb published (including the time and, if possible, alternative
times for admissi,on) and shall govern a stUdent's acceptance
into the institution's regular teacherpreparation program.
For experimgntal Or special progriqp, specific admissions
requirements shall be indicated ingthe description of these
programs.

(3) The institution shall have a well-developed plan,
for the evaluationof the performance of students while
enrolled in its teacher education programs. .Measures of
academic ability, observationloy faculty (in courses, lab-
oratories, and fiiald experiences.), and other modes of ap-
praisal shall be utilized to assess specific strengths and
weaknesies of students, their retention status within the
teacher education program, and their readiness to assinie the
professional role for whichthey are being prepared.

(4) An institution.shall have well-defined evaluation
procedures to assess the quality of its graduai.es upon,their.
completion of pre-service programs and application for'a
recommendation to become certificated. Increased human-
sensitivity including multi:-cultural wareness, speciied
levels of competence in teaphing skills and related kaowIedge
(including eompetence in teaching re'ading skills .in eactv,
specific content 'area); and other,prd-determined qualif4cations
must be demonstrated as a basis for an institutional.recommen-
dation.for entry 4nto the profession. Students shall le
appris48 of such evaluation prbcedures and qualifications.

(,5) The institution'shall 'conduct periodic follow-up
Surveys of its graduates in teacher education in order to
gather data pertaining to the effectiveness of its student
personnel services. (History: Sec. 20-2-il4, ic,A; IMP,
Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p.492-4931 Eff. 5/73779.)

10.58.204 STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES, (1) The inatitution
shall-have a, well-organized stuaent otpunseling program which
continues throughout 'the preparation program and includes an
effective placement service assisting graduates j_n finding_
positions.

(2) The institution shall prOvide stude4ts with mTitten
information describing its student pcareonnel services and
the means of availing themselves of these services. .

,(3) The inst.itUtion shall providp for-the appointment
.of a faculty advisor,for each student admitted to teacher
education. 'the faculty advisor shaZl.have a thorough under-
standing of the preparation program to bc followed by each
advisee.-

10862 . 7/1/80 ADMINISTRATIVE RULES OF MONTAgA,
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CERTIFICATION 10.58.206

(4). 'The institution shall collect and maintain current
'data on teacher supply and demand which sAall be used by all
faculty-assigned to advise students preparing for teachiong.,

(5) The institullon shall maintain a, system of student
personnel accounting including permanent cumulatiVe records
for each student enrolled,. As.a part of the student record

.

there shall be legible and intelligible transcripts.of
records, including a statement of course.titles, credits, or
the equivalent (waivers, substitutionsi- etc:) and degrees.
The cumulative record shall also include a desoription,of
'ell professional laboratory experiences. (History: Sec.'
20-2N;144 MCA;°IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW., 1979 MAR p.492-
493, Eff. 5/q5/7§7)

10.58.205 STUDENT'PARTICIPATION IN TEACHER EDU ION*
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND EVAIIATIOg (1) 'file institution shall
provide evidence that students have been involved in program
development and evaluation and that joint student-faculty- .

cotmittees have been active in these matters.
(2) The vinstitution 'shall provide evidence that there

'are clearly eitablished channels and.opportunities for all
students to express their views.,(History: Sec. 20-2=-114,
MCA; IMP, Sec. .20-22121, MgA; NtW, 1979 MAR p.492-491, Bef.
5125/717)

.

10.58.206 FACULTY (1)' The institution shall provide
evidence that faculty members in professional education,
whether wotking in a'sdhoo1 oi in higher education, have had
specific preparation for their roles in teacher education.

, (2) 'The institution shall provide evidence that,faculty
membersmwhó teach-courses in the various discipline areas
are involved in program development and are Well informed
with respect to current practices concerning the Aisciplines
in elementary and gecondary scflools.

(3) The institution shall provide evidence regarding
fadulty experience and fparticipation in such'professional
activities as curriculuM improvement, research, writing and
travel for educational purposes. The institution shall also
provide evidence that faculty memberp are growing profession-
ally through advanced study, research, and participation in
activities closely Pelated'to their instructional assignments

(4) 'Ttle institution shall provide evidence that its
policies of selection, retention and promotion of personnel
are effective in providing faculty members who are competent
4nd professional.

(5) The institution shall have provisions for the use
of part-time or'adunct faculty as needed. Such part7time
faculty shall meet all institutional criteria withzespect

.

to academic*preparation, experience, and scholarly performance
as have been established for appointment of full-tiMe faculty
by the institution. (History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP,
Sec. 20-27121, MCA; NEtl, 1979 MAR iy192-493, Eff, 5/2"t/79.)

ADMfRISTRATIVE RULES OF MON 7/1/80 10-863
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BOARD.OF PUBLIC EDUCATIO.N

10.58.207 INSTRUC TION (1) The institution hall provide
evidence ihat its factlty uses a Variety of instructional
procedures which contribute to the students preparation,
such as.class discussion's, large and small group work,
lectures,.laboratory work; and use of teactier aides And
variety of media.

(2) Theinstitution shall collect and use information
pertaining to the de4ree to which the ans4tution has Attained
its goals in the preparation of professionaa school personn4
(History:- ,Sec. 2a-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NkW,
1979 MARdp.492-493, 'Eff. 5/25/79.)

10.58.208 FACILITIES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS (1) Am
institution shall- have a physical p1ant designed to serve
its defined purposes for-teacher education. The physical
facilities shall aLso provide for the safety, health, cultural,
social and recreational needs 9f students and faculty.

- ((2) Tho library, as the principal mateFialk resource
center of the institution, shall'be utilized6for instructional
reseirch and 'other services suppbrting the eeacher education
prog;am. 4dministrative procedUres and equipment shall
'conform to accepted modern practices including methods of
cataloging, arrangement of print and,nonprint materials,
availaBility of student and faculty itations, and accessibility)/
dof materials and fa6ilities. The library shall be administered
by a professionally trained librarian.

(3) The institut*on shall provide laboratorieswand
laboratory supplies and eqyipment needed foi ,instructional
purposes for each teacher'educatien program offered, such as
shops and shop equipment; specialized equipment for the
biological., earth, and physical sciences; specialized equipment
for psychological, d'ocidlogical,and child development sciences;
specialized furniture, equipeent and supplies for music and
art; gymnasiums and outdoor areas fcir physical education;

.equipment for business education; facil4ies, equipment apd
supplies for home economics; and demonsti-ation farms 4nd
farm buildings for agriculture. Space and equipment"shall .

be madeevailable for conducting and recording experiences
such as micro-teaching, role-playing, and other simulated
activities.

(4) Institutions shall make teaching-learning materials,
and equipment available to students and faculty. They shall
yrovide technical..instruction in the use of the:equipment,
in the production of teaching-learning ma'terials.and their
uses and in the claSsification and.preservation of such:
materials.

(5) The-institution ihall demonstrate its commitment:
to the improvement of..instruction by dewloping and following'
a plawfOr the institutiona; 'use of educational media and

/
teohnop5gy;

la- 64 7/1/80 ADMINISTRATXVE RULESiOF MONTANA ,
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MTIFICATIpN_ --- 16.58.209
,

(6). _The iristitution shall mO.rlain a materials-laboratory v,
or-centet either as:A pa;.t of the library or as;one ot'mpre
separate-upits, It.shal,l'be open- tc studentd'as a.laboratory
of instructional-Materials and7shall be directed by g faCulty
meM4er well informedjrv_thOvaripus"instructionalmaterialS
And tedia.used at di,ffeicent grade"1.evels..-This laboratory
shall include i wia-e,array Of book"S.commonly used-in element3xy"
and sec6ndary schools; various types of teaching aids tuch-cy
as maps, charts, pictures, filmStrips%and reeorqing0;'N:rarlaus-.
-types of materials used in evaluatitg learningLand_curridulum
patterns., courses,of study, and-teaching.gnits. 'There shall
be workshop facilities for-preparing new curriculum material
including access to electronic, photographic and other
equipment. (History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; LMP, Sec.'20-27
121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MARy..492-493., Eff.. 5/2-5-71.)

4- .

10.58.209 SCHOOL-INSTITUTION RELATIONSHIPS (1) Defini-
tions and requirements a?fecting,working relationships
between the schools and the institutions shall be 'eXplicit,
clear and Well publidized. 'O'fficials of both the preparing
institution and the elementary and secondary schools shall
be certain that all programs are operated within all existi,In
regulations.

(2) Student teaching shall be done through cooperative
programs in selected schpols and well-planned curricula,
needed teaching materials, and professionally.educated staff
members with successful teadhing experience. There shall be
provisions.B6r supervision by the institutional faculty,
involving- b6th academic subject and educatioff areas, and for
_special preparation of,supervisors from both the school and,
the inst=itutibn.

(3) Institutions shall make-mutualay Agreed upon
arrangements with school systems wlach

(a) Aescriptions of activities, services and Compensa-
tion; ,

-(b) descriptions.of rOles and respons4,biIiti:esr-"\
(c) provlsions for solving problems, and fcir otigoing

activities coordination; and
(d) ' means for revision of arrangements to meet changing

needs and-conditions.
.

addition'to those who will assume the specific
supervisory roles; 41 institutions and

elementary and secondary schools engaged in providing labora-
tory experiences for prospective teachers shall set.up
_properly designated and publicized channels.and offices for'
efficient operation and communicatibn. Each school system
and institution.shall have an identifiable coordinator who .

channels or coordinates all contacts, operationsfAnd activities
pertaining to laboratory experiences for his/ter institution,
both prior to and during the student teaching, internship or
apprenticeship. (History: Sec. 20-2-114,\MCA; IMP Sec. 20-
2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p.492-493,,Eff. 5/25/797

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES OF MONTANA' 7/1/80 - 10-865
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10.5 .301

.

BOARD OF- PUI3LIC. EDUCATION

Sub-Chapter 3

eUrriculum Principles aiA.Standards1 Basic Programs
, .

. .

10.58.101 'CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENTI:PLANNING AND 'PRTTE1WS
,(1) Aviiesignate0 admiiilstrative unit7at the Preparing

.inStitution shall 'cOotdinate, the respongib,ilities for the ,

24nist4t.icin 4f a%:Continuing lAogram of curribulum deverbp-',
ment.evaluattion and'revisiont'and for the advisiament and
prograMmin4 of,studeots_-in the teacher-education curricula.,
This unit shail recommend students to the office of public
instruction for ceqtfi6ation approval.

(2) The curriculum developmenteprocess for the various
teacher educatiorr'Programs shall include provisions for
enlisting the cooperation and'participation of representatives
of:

*(a) the public-4,ChoOls;
.(b) college endamiversity teachers in fields relafed-

to the 'area of public School specialization;
(c) the office of public initruction
(d) professional associations
(e) professional committees and commissions; and
(f) teacher education students.
(3), A continuing curriculuM'evaluatioh program shall'

utillzea systematic follow-up of graduates to determine the
strength of their Preparation and théir competence as teacherd.

(4) Each teacher preparation curriculum shall be
planned for_ teaching ih an area of-specialization anA shall
include:

e-- (al general education designed to.prepare students for
purposeful and responsible living as ihdividuals and citizens;

(b) apprOpriate content and experiences in the area of'
specialization that relates to and.gives background for
teaching service in puiolio_Acho61s; and

(c) the sequence jj basic professional education
clesignecUto prepare students for roles as teachers in the
public schools.

(5) The curriculum shall be designed-to develoV the
students' Unique interests and capabilities through A-system
If academic guidance and electives. (History: Sec. 24-2-
114; MqA; 'IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCAr NEW, 1979 MAR p. 492-493,
ft. 5/25/T97)

10.58.302 GENERAL EDU TION (1) General education,re-
fers to studies known as the liberal arts, those embiacing

and physical sciences, and the social and behavioral sèiences.
the broad' areas,of the huinities, mathematics, the biolosical

(a) The elements of the 4enerafeducation program
shall:

10-866 7/1/60
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CERTIFICATION : 10.58.303

(i) 'stimulatescholAship.that will prgnot4 understand-
ing qf concepts not nowfextant.and will,help prepare people
for rapid adjustment to change; .

(ii) foster individual fulfillment aria nurture the
development of free/ rational, and responsible adults;

' (iii) cultivate appreciation for the values associated
with life-in a free society'and with responsible citizenship;

(iv) develop intellectual4 competent, imaginative
and vigorous leaders;

(v) contribute to and provide.direction'fór the use
- -of professional knowledge; .

(vi) encourage discernment in the examination of the
,values inherent.in foreign cultures to the end that aplearer
dnderstanding of other peoplesiwill reduce world tensions.

(b) General 'education shall be emphasized in the first
two years of'higher education, extelIded 'throughout the
baccalaureate program, and continued in diminishing proportions
into graduate study.

(c) A sequential general education program will be
constructed which will help the student attain an understanding
and appreciation of:

(i) language skills (see ARM 10.58.521) as es-
sential 'tools in communication;

(ii) world literature with ephasis on, but,not
limited to, the writings of English and American authqrs;

(i41) aesthetic values'in human experience expressed
as-through the fine artsr.

.

(iv) scientific and mathematical Concepts upon which
contemporary civilization depends;

(v) contemporary world culture;
(vi) social, geographic, political And econoinic

conditions and their impacts on current problems ih the
nation and thevorld;

(vii) growth and development of the United States as
a nation and its place in world affairs;

(viii) principles of physical and mental health as
they apply to the individual and .to the community;

(ix) America's pluralistic curture and herttage.
.(History: Section 20-2-114, MCA; WI Sec. 20-2-1211 MCA;
WEL 1979 MAR p.492-493, Eff. 5/25/79.)

10.58.301 PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION (1) Professional edu-
ction refe s to those studies whiCli include foundations of
education, nd methods and materials of teaching, with; .

supervised,laboratory experiences designed to.provide competencies
recitired in the education priofessions.

, (a) Each institution shall have a clearly stated set
of objectives.for the professional education component of
its teacher educatiOn program.

(b) the component of profes.SiOnal educati6n shall
encourage individualization of the student's program while
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10.58:303

3

BOARio OF UBLIC EDUCATION
A

A, providing for 'a retnge of studies and experiences which will
help the student develo

(i) knowledge f the process of humari groWth, Aevelop-.
ment, and learning, ,a d the ability to apply this.knowledge
to thEwteaching of 'a students, including atypical children;

(ii) knowled e of current research, methods, materials
stapdardized,tests curriculum development, procedures and
media appropriate o hching. Emphasis shall be in die
studenst's.field( pecialization;

(iii) abi t teach effectively and to work ethically
.an onstructivly 4th pupils, teachers, administrators,
parents, and o heriOncerned persons and organizations;

(iv), un ersVanding of the foundations underlying the
development dA-okganization of education in the United
States;

, (v) understanding of the purposes, administrative
organizatio so finance aspects, board functions, and operations
of the total eAucation programs of the school; -

(vi) all94.1ity and willingness to analyze teaching aS a
means of contInually improving teaching skills; y

(vii) *bility to teach reading and writing skills
apPropriate,to the level of the student and to the content
of the subj'ect;

(v1i4/ knowledge of the legal aspects of.teaching in
the Montana schools, professional ethics, 'conduct, rights
and respo4sibi1ities:and the structure-and financial basis
of the Montana school system.

(c) , The program shall provide experiences which' will
lead the teacher qgndidate to develop those human qualities
that will enhande pupil learnings, to include but not be

. restricted to:
(i). personal self-esteem and confidence;
(ii) open attitudes of eloaluating practices which

affect soctial groups; and
(iii),knowledge, humaneness, and sensitivity which

reduce conflict and tension and which promote constructive
interactions'among people of differing economic, social,
racial, ethnic, and religious backgrounds.

(d) 'The component of professional education:shall
include a'comprehensive program of carefully designed basic
experiences in a variety of relevant settings. In addition,
the institutiOn shall make available a- wide range of laboratory,
clinical, and practicum experiences with school-age youth in
order to meet the.pre-teacher's needs. -

(e) _Student teaching, or oher major practicums, shall
be designed both as growth experiences and as opportuilities
fWr evaluation of a student's potential for teaching,,J
Student teaching shall provide an opportunity for assessing
a student's commitment to teaching, skill in guiding learning
in interpersonal relations, and growth as a professional in
teaching. In considering the.approval of-teacher education

,;
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CERTIFICATION 10.58.303

1

program§, th,e/following,satements shall:be used tor evaluating
student teaching components. 'These statements,Are not all:-
indlusive; 'they repe'sent minimums. Teacher education
institutions are encouraged todevdlop student,teaching
components of a qualitl, superior to that implied;

b(i) Studett teaching shall be permitted only atter!
a professional review of the student's rlecord indicates,that
scholarship, pexformance in an area'of
competence in the.professional education component, performance
in previous prOfessional,experiences, and personal cAaraCteristibs
directT relatedto the student's ability to function 'in a
classroom settitgrqualify that itudent for the responsibilities

,o'f student teaching. 4

(ii) Student teaching4shall be a comprehensive
experience with ekpanding responsibilities, including the'
full range'of teacher activities in'a school situation.

(kii) Studen.teachig shall provide for intensive
and continuous involvement. Rile length of student teaching
shall depend upon the performance of the student teacher. It
shall continue until objectIves of-the program haVe been ,

achievea..or until...the student has been screened from the
program.

fiv)_ The.cooperating school or school system shall
be cho'ien by the institution On the besis of the commitment
of the aduiinistratord and staff members to parti6ipation in
the preparation of new teachers.

(v) Cooperating teachers shall be selected jointly
by school and institutional personnel. In addition to being
certificated and experienced in the area of assignment, the
cooperating teacher shall.have a good performance record,-
show continued professional graigth and have the temperament,
desire and.ability to work with student teachers. The
number of student teachers assigned to -ani qualified cooperati#g
teacher shall be determined by applying two professional
criteria:

(A) t,10e level of support for pupil learning shall ,

remain as high or higher than if the student teachers were
not so assigned,- and

(B) the teacher-can feel ccMfortable and confident in
providing an effective, supportive learning climate.

(vi) Institutions shall study and develop effective
arrangements for' administering and supervising student
teaching programs that best utilize the resources df the
institutional supervisor, cooperating teacher and student.

'Where the insti-tutional supervisor functions as a generalist,'
the institution and school system shall assure that expertise
in content and methodology in the subject area is available
to the student. All institutions shall study poisible
alternative arrangements for aolministering and supervising
student teaching including the use of clinical professoTs.,
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10.58.401
BOARD OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

Institutions 4nd schools shall make cooperative detailed
-studies Of roles and-responsibili,ties; suCh studies shall be
utilized in determining the strengths and weaknesses of
supervision and in developing means-to upgrade continually
the skills of all personnel involved. Institutional staff.,
WhO.have responsibility for superviSion shall have equal
status with otheF facultSr. .The cdllege shall assure adequate
supervision for student teachers and this policyNshall be in
writing. (History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-,2-,121,
MCA; NEW, 1919 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25779..)

f
Sub-C4ipter 4

Teaching Areas: General Standards

10.58.401 FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION (1) All programs
for preparing teachers in fields of specialization shall be
designed to meet,general standards as identified by the^
faculty. '1History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA.; II1P, Sec. 20-2 121,
MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/1r)

10.58.402 DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRWM"
Eac nst tut on s a eve op ts teac er e uca-.

tion program within the certification policies of the board
of public education. (History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP,
Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p. 492-493, E&. 5/13719 )

10 58 403 STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND 0 ECT1VES
ng area or o spec a tation

shall be built upon a statement of the purpose and objectives
of teaching in this area-of the publ,ic school curriculum and
shall:

,

. (a) include a well-fOrmulAted statement.of the nature
of the public school program needed to accomplish,thd-purpose
and objectives;

(b) be prepared byathe faculty concerned with,teacher
education;

(c) be based on analyses of ctrrent practices a
recotmendations of the professional organizations rep4enting
this _field oi the public school curriculum; and

(d) be available in writing. .(History: Sec. 20-2-114,
MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p 492-493 Eff.
5/25/7157)

10.58.404 STATEMENT OF SKILLS (1) Each teadhing area
or field of specialization,shall be built on a statement of
the ski1ls needed by teachers in this area of the public
school curriculum and shall:
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'CERTIFICATION

(a) include the attitudes, knowledge, und rstandings,
abilities and degree of eicpertise required for a beginning
teacher;

.10.58.407

(b) be based:upon the stabement.developed n the-.pre-
ceding guideline regarding the objectives and pr gram of
the public school; and

(c)*.be-available in writing. (History:
.MCA; IXP, Sec.\ 20-2-121, MCA; NEW 1979 MAR p.
5/25/7T7)'

Sec. 20-2-114,
492-493, Eff.

f

a

10.58.405 PROGRAM OF STUDY (1) The program of study
cohstituting the teaching area or field of specialization
shall:

(a) include a thorough study of the aspects of,the
subject-matter area as included in the public school curriculum;

(b) take-into account the sequential-nature of the
knowledge and skills to be developed to assure maximum ,

continuity in the achievement of the objectives of the
program;.

(c) provide prospective teachers with a comprehension
of the aspects of study which their students will meet in
subsequent courses related to their field of study;

(d) constitute minimuM requ4rements for teaching ill
the 'field of speeialization) with courses and content chosen
for their relevande to the public school curriculums and in
response to the careful study of individual needs, abilities
and objectives of the prospective teacher; and

(e) be broadly conceived, to include work in fields
re],ated to the area of study to be taught. (History: Sec.
20-2-114, MCA; IMP,rSec. 20-2-121/ MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p.
492-493,.Eff. 5/25/79.)

10.58.406 PROGRAM OF EVALUATION (1) -Each teaching -

area or -field ot specialization shall include provision for
a sygtematic program of evaluation procedures to determine
the degree of the'student's,attairiment of teaching skills.
These evaluation.procedures shall serve as the bapis,for
recommending pie teacher candidate for the appropriate
teacher certificatq. -(History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; ,iMP,
Sec:20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/15779.)

P

10.58.407 SUPPORT OF TEACHING AREA OR FIELD OF SPECIAL-
IZATION (1) Each teaching' area EiM17:175ripecialization
shafl-be supported by plant, facilties, equipment, library
and meciia resources. A schedule of meeting-time adequate to
implement the.planned prograM of courses, including appropriate
fieloL and laboratory experiences, shall be provided. (History:
-Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMT, Sec. 20-2-121, MT; NtW, 1979 MAR
p. 491-453, Eff. 5/23779.)

ADMINISTRATIVE'RULES OF MONTANA
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10.58.408 BOARD OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

10.§8-,408 STAFFING (1) Each teaching area or field.
of _specialization shalkbe staffed by facUlty members who
are well-qualified'by graduate tfaining ana experience in
the subjept-matter Of the particular-area:of the palic
school curriculum and-who are sensitive tO the 'needs of
public schgol teac4ers. (History: .pec. 2072-114, MCA; IMP,
Sec. 2072-121, MCA; NtW1.1979 MAR.p.492.-493, Eff. 5/25/7§..)

Sub-thapter 5

-Teaching Areas: Specific Standards

10.58.501 ''GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (I) Each teaching area .

or field of.specialiZation Shall ,consist of a carefully
planned pattern of courses and experiences deSigned. to
prOduce,the skills identIfied-by-the,paculty as necessary
for successful teaching at the p'artidular grade levelszfor
which the-prpgram is designed: elementary, secondarli or
K-12. AHistory: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 2072-121, .

MCA; NEW, 1979.MAR p. 492-493; Eff 5/25/79.)

10.58.502. AGRICULTURE For the Prospective teacher the
program shall:

11) assure ttlat practical farm o* other agricultural
experience is a part of the requirements for completion of
the program.leading to certificatiOn; -

(2) prOvide studyof the.biologidal, physical and ap
plied,sciences as they relate tO practical solutions. Of ag-
ricultural problems;

(3) provide Study of the essentials for prOduction
agriculture.and the breadthin technical agricultural indU47,
try; .

provide.baiic knowledge in areas Such as the
following:

(a) plant science and technology
(b) animal sciefice and technology
(c) agricultural business management and techndlogY
(d) agricultural mechanics ecience-and technology.
(5) provide study.of the following occupational are4s.:
(a) agricultural produCtidin and marketing
(h) agricultural equipment and supplies
(C) agricultural products
(d) ornamental horticulture
(e) agricultural resdurces-
(f) natural-resource managenant
(g) environmental development
(h) forestry;
(6) provide skills necessary for the ut4ilization of

agricultural,youth organizations as:a, means fbr ''teaching
leadership skills through knoWledge' and practice of speech,
parliamentary procedures, and group cooperative efforts; and
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CERTIFICATION 10 58,5031114b

(7) provide studies and experiences which eilable the
prdspective, teacher to perform the appropriate occupational
,skills while Ciorking with pupils and adults, in projects and..
programs relative to the agricultural instructional areas.
(History; Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA;
1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/7§7)

4

10.58.503 ART K-12 For the, prospective teacher the
program shall: ,

(1) Jprovide opportunities qo acqUixe knowledge, under-
standing andtappreciation of art In cointempoyary and past
cultures with emphasis on the relationship of art to the
culture In which it wes produced and its influence on, subse-
quent cultures;

- (2) provide for awareness, comprehension and ability
to describe, analyze, interpret and evaluate works of art;

(3) provide for the develtpment-of knowledge and .

understanding of philosophical aspects ot the nature of Art
and ot its meaning and contributions to theahdividual and
society;

,

(4) \provide for the development of the ability to work
as a professional educator with pupils of all age groups and
the ability to aid pupils to-develop the individualized
capacities of.:

J1
(a) perception - the ability to exercise and refine

fundamental and discrimfnating sensory intake; H
(b) knowledge and understanding - the ability to-

project information, particulaily that which is manife'st in
art forms';

(e) creation - the ability to produce or create
original, expressive art from_a-variety of media,

(d) reflection/action -othe ability to redpond to art,
to enjoy it, appreciate it and to assimilate its meaning arid
prgsenoe into an individual that complements
society.

(5) provide training for art education currul.um
develppment that assures competent guidance of pupils:in a
wide variety of art activities;

(6) provide the knowle4ge and skills relative to
organizing, planning, administering, and evaluating a program
of education;

(7) provide for the development of the student's
ability as a producing artist. EmphasiS should be on basib
concepts and skills related to the student's ability to
recognlze and structure original and dxpressive art form in
a wide variety of media;

(8) provide for knowledge and understanding of technolo-
gical and,,safety aspects of studio work;

(9) provide for studio ekperiences related to a variety
of art media commensurate in breadth and depth with the
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.10.58.504 BOARD OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

teacher's personal and prOfessional needs; and
(10) Provide for the development of Understanding.and

appreciation of related areas such as,dance, film, music,
Literature,,theatre and practical arts. (Histor . Seq..
20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-12X MCA; nice 19 MAR 0'. 492-
493, Eff. '5/251797)

10.58.504 BUSINESS EDUGATION For the prospeCtive
'teacher the progeam shall:
, (1) provide for knowledge of our economic system,
business organization, philosophy and objectives of vocational
eduation and 'occupational technology;

(2) provide experiences and include studies which
develop the following skills:

(a) planning, organizing and administE;ring a Program
which includes work experienCes

(b) developing and understanding concepts of automated
data processing

(c) planning for laboratory facilities.and equipment
(d) developing a knowledge of job requirements and

.opportunities in business and allied fields
(e) developing ability to'operate and maintain the

more common types of office equipment
(f) planning, organizing and advising a student

busin2ss organization;
13) provide for a study of meaningful survey activities;

e.g., surveys of business offices and follow=up studies of
secondary schOol graduates to anableteachers to offei
current job-related information to their students;

(4)' provide satisfactory occupational experiendein
one or more businesses and other occupations;

(5) provide studies and experiences which develOp
,comgetencies in teaching disadvantaged and handicapped
'persons;

1 (6) providean understanding-of career opportunitieti
in business, and office occupations;

, (7) provide preparation for the teaching of clerical
office °occupations combining intendive training in accounting
and office procedurais and.the dqvelopment of typewriting

takills; secretarial and related occupations combining the
.intensive development of secretarial and communication
skills along with some Preparation in adcounting skills;

(8) provide for tha development, of proficiency in
typewriting and related office skills;

,(9) provide for the develograeAt O'f_an understanding of
officeprocedures and relationships of various procedures to-
job opportunities in the business world;

(10) provide an understanding of the theories and
skills of accounting; and
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CERTIFICATION 10.58.507

(11i). provide for the development 'of skills" in the
art apd techniques involved in recording, analyzing, classify-
ing .ahd interpreting*data. (History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCAI
IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW; 1979 MAR p., 492-493; Eff;
372-5/79.)

f

10.58.505 BUSINESS EDUCATION WITfi SHO HAND - SECRETARIAL
OCCUPATIONS Sect4.on 1 504 is app icab e. In a tion,
for the prospect4re teacher the prOgram shall:

11) providt* for the aevelopment cif proficiency in
basic secretarial and related office skillS;

(2) provide for the ',development of.an undertanding of
secretarial procedures and relationships of various procedures
to job opportunities in the business-world;' and

(3) provide an understanding oft accounting theOries
and skills:- (History: 'Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121,
McA; NEW, 1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/79.)

10,58:506 DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION For the prospective
teacher the 'program shall:

. (1) provide,for the development of teaching, services,
coordination; research, and leadership competence in purchasing,
marketing, merchandising and management;

(2) provide exp6riences and incitide studies which
develop the fpllowing akills:

(a) planni!ng, developing, and administering a. compre-
hensiv0 program of distributive education for_ both'high
schooliamd adult students

4b) organizing and utijiiing a.wide variety of methods
and'techniques for teaching youth and adults

(c) conducting learning,experiences for lstudents with
a broxl array of abilities and career objectives, amd
recognizi,ng and responding tooindividual differences in
students;

(S) provide for a variety of occupational work exper-
iences; end

(4) provide 'experiences for the development.of a
knowledge of and involvement in distributive education
.organizations. (History: Sec.. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec.
20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 577V79.)

.

10.58,507 DRAMATICS For the prospective teacher tile
program shall:

(1) proVide a'kmowledge of theater as a sobial and
aesthetic experience, a reflection of culture, and include a
broad view,of the history of theater and acquaintance with
representative plays of past and present;

(2) provide fo;rthe.development of ability to, direct a
theatrical production with artistic integrity, tinVolving se-
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lection analysis, castiqg rehearsal, performance sUpervieion
and all other element* ol direction;

(3) provide a, knowledge of basic acting skills,and
techniques in order to promote, stimulate and guide the
eftprtd of the individual aswell as the interpreting group,
whether,in a creative dramatic context, or in a theatrical
production;

(4) providelor the development'of the ability to :

handle the technical requirements of a ftheatrical produdtion
by effective planning fOr and eXecution.of scenery, lights,
make-up,. sound; properties4 costume and special effects;

(5) provide for the development of the ability to. _-

evaluate the produbtion or activity and to modify,and-Adapt
* , future goa1sand objectives in light of, achievements .as Well

deficienes
(6)- provid an understanding of the function of theater

in the school at all grade levels and,the place of theater
in eVeryday life;

(7) provide \for the-development of the ability to
design and provide\environments'conducive to the development
of creativity in thq individual as well as a knowledge of
potential.achievements at different levels aid the time
needed to accomplish',the objective involved;-

(8) provide a knowledge of methodology'for teaching
'theater, content and asganization of coUrse work and' the de-
velopment of individual uhits.of study, evaluationof,student
achievement, and potential at-various grade levels;

(9)- provide for the development:of the,ability tor ,

organize an academic or non-academie production or program
:including audi,ence services within.the context of the school
time, facilities and monies,_and to Augment Axisting facilities
and materials in an order Of significant priority;

(10) provide for.the'dei/elopment of the ability to
promote and publidize an activity Or production in order-to
gain the attention and support of ,theArhool and community,
in relationship to the ef'ppreciation of.theater
in school and community_audiences;

(11) provide fox* the development Of the ability to
serve as a resource person wit-1741/4.Aschimillsystem in.the
development of facilities, thea:qireparation of classroom
projectsu assembly programs or any sativity'in which ele-
ments of theater are found; .

(12) provide for the development of thê abilitY to
assist in the organization of a.progressively lanned and
comprehensive theater and/or other fine arts c#riculum
which includes experiences ,in lite*.aturep.art,
dance and theater as they relate to elementary t ough high
school students and.to theater as a synthesis Of' e artsv
and
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CERTIFICATION 1.0.58.509

(13) provide fbr the development of the abilitito
disseminate accurate iriformatiOn and t.o be a resource for
educational alad vocationa,l, counseling in thater arts and
allied fields. (History:\ Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20r
2-121, MCA; NEW, t1979-MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/'/9:)

/ 10.58.508 ELEMENTARY For.the prospective teacher the
program shall: \

(I) provide knowledge of child growth and development
and of the social, emotional, physical and health character-
istics and needs of children;

(2) include studies andexperiences in the sociologi-'
cal and the behavioral sciences which 4mphasize the relation
of children to their environment;

.

(3) provide for the development'of instructional
competence in teaching methods and, the use of materials,to
promote the effective pppj,1 language art skills of reading,
writing, speaking, and listening;

(4) provide preparation sufficient for competence in.
_the subject areas normally found in the elementary school
curriculumAncluding.art; health, mathematics, music, physi-
cal education, sc,i.ence, social studies, and traffic and
safety education;

(5) provide for the development of' instructeional
competence in the use of methodb and materials to propote
effectiN/e.gupil skills- in,the subject ak.eas normally found
in the elementary school curriculum;

(6). provide a comprehensive knowledge of literatures
appropriate for children in the eleMentary grades and pro-
vide taacheimpompetency in developing- children's, gensitivit
to and enthusiasm for literaturer

(7)1 provide.for the deVelOpment of I knowledge and
understanding of the,techniques involved in the individualiza
tion of, instruction, team teachinT, and various methods'of
grouping within a Sblf-contained cla"ftoom;

(8) _provide adequate pre0afation for teaching atypical
children; 'and

'() .prOvide preparation for the develOpmeht'of skills-
related to the 4diagnosis, piescription and correction of
learning,difficulties of elementary school children. (History:
Sec; 20-.2-114, MC41 IMF, Sea. 20-2-121; MCA; NEW, )979 MAR
p. 492-493; Eff. 5/23779.)

r.

10.58.509 ENGLISH ?or the proipective teacher the-
.programshalli

' (1) provide knowledge of the,structure and-historyw.of
thik. English languageYincludd:ng phonology, mprphology,
synt4x,-semantics; ,mid basic graminatical principles;
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(2) provide knowledge' of the various personal, social
and communication purposes.of language, including attention
to factors such

(a) social.and cegioaal language variation
) language for.control and manapment. of 'others;
guage, e:g., the rhetbrió of politics, advertis-

/

z , e.

g,

imilarities Ln Ehe strUcural and semantic a..tributits of
rittep ancl oradiscourse, attendant classical and'contem-
rary rhetorical theories re4arding both modes qf dispourse:

(4) ,prosiide knowle4ge of the nature of non-print and
onver4a,1 expres'sion ad well ap theit-relationship to'

,

q-knowledge of the basic differences and

irerbal expresszon;.,
(51 provide Inowledge,d

,acqui're, underst4$0, and uSe t
prOvide knpwledge

writien language, in the dev
(7) peovide

14.b'y which dne ;ear
(8) prov.

,English,,,Amèr

e processes,whereby tndividuals
eir-Ianguaget
the attributes,of oral, and'

opingStudent; .....,, ,

k e of the aOlity tot) teash processes
to Kead; . 4%g. ,

knowledge of a represeneati.Ve b y or P
an, and nonL-Western1iterature,"1 uding

contemporaryadO.lescent, Child'ren's ahd minprit roups'
Iiteraturev _.-.. .

,.
,

.(9)-.provi,da-knowledge of,appro he's to Iitgrary analysis, .

both classical iand: contemporary;
, (10) provide'knOWledge of Apprache's to Efiglish
curriduktm evaluations desgn and ;development; and the

y ahiiity tp artiCulate the nature And purposes of that curriculum
to'profess#thal pe-ers, school administrators and parents;

, Illi provide knowied4e of approaches to Osessment and
' diagnosis of student's encoding and decoding abiliti.es in

,various,settings and &r various purposes;
(12) provide f8rAhe development-of.the ability to

help asses and interpftt students' progress in both decoding,
and encoding langliagfan v4Fi:oUs social, --egioftal and culural

. .' r
I ° .settinss;, ..

it
,

(1.3)' Provide l'or the development of the ability to
prescribe suitable. technieques.and materials for overcoming
Specific decoding and encoding difficulties and design ef-
fective instructional serate0.ed%and teaching-approaches for

. :tin, teaching,of-dedoding arid encoding skills;
(14) provide for the development of tfie'ability to

: help stu4ent's-become aware of the various social and cultural
backgrounds and purposes of language use; and
e (15) provide for the development of the agility to
make, literature a suhstantiVe and worthwhile part of the
-students' ed=ation, and-relate the purpose of English io,
everyday needs of students. (Histbry: Sec. 20-2-114, MC.Ar ,

IMP,.Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW1. 1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/700
,

4
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10.58.510 EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN X-:12 (1) Common
staadards appkicable to all areas, of special-education are
followed by spebialized,standards for the respective area4.
,Programs leading to X-12-certification.fOr 'teachers of
exceptional children shall meet the Common standards and

,have an emphasis in at least two of the special areas. -

(2) Common standards. For the prospective teacher the
program shall.: -

(a) proVide an uhderstanding pt the types of ,exceptioh-
alities among children and youth and their educatimal..
_relevance;

(b)- provide experiences in individu0 and group
classroom management,procedures approprZate to exceptional

.. children such as: .

(i). \tile- of diagnostic procedures to-iaentify the
)1earning di ficulties of the exceptional ahild
L.---- (ii) ability, to develop'and Implement prescriPtive
prOgrams,based on diagnostic findings

. (iii) knowlOge of the techniques utilized in behavioral
control;

(c) provide for the development of social skills and- .

attitudes to enable the prospective teacher to work effectively
with other school personnel in coordinated programs for
exceptional children;

(d), provide for the development of the ability to
interpret the educational progrAm to parents, tfachers,
administrators, and community groups;

(e) provide opportunities to observe,institutions and
facilities concerned with the education, health, and welfare
of all types of exceptional children;

.

(f) proVide early opportunities for supavised la a-=

tory experiences with exceptional children as one means
determinthg the, candidate's maturity for work with excepkional
childrenr

(g) encourage student affiliation with professional
groups, and create an awareness of theleferral agencies
available for aid to exceptional childr n;

(h) provide for the development of skills ih planning
and conducting wide varieties of learning experiences for
individuals and groups; and-

(i) provide for a specific understanding at state
rules and regulations related to funding awards.

(3) Specialized stanaards. The program sha,11 require
in-depth study and experience whioh develop competence in at
least two of the following specialized areas of concentration:

(a) Pre School,. For the prospective teacç the
program shall:

(i) provide .general knowledge of majq, handicapping
condiions t.o include: -characteristio44.6tio1ogy, diagnosis,
and interventions.
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provide specialiied'preparation for working
with children eith severe and profound handicapping conditions;

r prOvide for demonstrated ability to identify
and 'use appropriate diegnOstic procedures for developing
individualized educational progtams and instructional plans;

(iv) provide for (demonstrated ability to communicate
effectively with parents, referral agencies, and other non-
school groups;

ev) prowide understanding of normal growth and
development from birth to age five;

.

(vi) provide for demonstrated ability to develop,
implement and monitor individual educational' programs;

(vii) provide for demonstrated general.knowledge of
program administration and supervision"to include legal .

requirements, state and local policies, financing, organization,
and evaluation strategies;

(viii) provide for completion of successful supervised
experience with.-young handicapped children to include exposure
to a liae range of handicapping conditions and varied degrees
of se0erity.

6) Emotionally Disturbed. ,For.the prospective
teacher the program shall:

(i) provide the theoretical bases of counseling and
psychotherapy with in-depth studies in emotional and social
problems; .

'Iii) "provide for the development,of specific techniques
forAthe diagnosis and remediation of leprning problems
cau0ed by maldevelopment-of personality as manifested bra
variety of symptoms and problems, such as adjustment reactions
°I childhood, conduct disorders, neuroses, character disorders,
and psychoses; ,

(iii) provide for the development of an awareness of
the significant role of Parents and the influence of the
total environment of the pupil; and

(iv) provide knowledge of the results of research in
.the 'area of em4tiona1 disturbance and closeli allied fields.

(c) Hard of Hearing. For the prospective teacher the
program sha4:

(i) provide for the development of skills in manage-,
ment of pupilA wlth speech.and,hearing disorders, including
diagnosis and ev.4uatlon, therapeutic methods and materials;

(ii) proVide study'in audiometry and-hearing rehabili-
tation including stpdies in heaiing problems and testing'of
hearing;

(iii). provide'for development of skills in auditory.,
trhining and speech reading, in speech for the accoustically
handicapped, in sign language, and in workitg with the deaf;

(iv) provide opportUnitie6 to observe procedures of
diagnosis and case management by qualified clinicians; and
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(v) - provide for the development of therapeutic
. skills and judgments and opportunities to perform thera-

,peutic services under supervision.
.(d) _Mentally Retarded. For the prospective teacher

the program shall:
(i) provide knowledge related to the needs of the

mentally retarded, knoWledge of programs and procedures for
working with the mentally retarded, and professional labora-

,

tory experiences with mentally retarded children;
(ii) 'include studies and experiences which *ill

provide the proispective teacher wlth knowledge of ttle following:
00 etiology of mental-retardation
(El) 'characteristics of the mentally retarded and

claisification and diagnosis'of mental retardation
. (C) social control and, 'adjustment of the mentally

retarded'
(D) informaEion about the educational processes cif. the

Mildly, moderately, and severely mentally retarded
(E) interpretatiOn of psychological tets
(F) screening and selection of.children for class

plaàement
(G) curridulum development, methods, materials and

.special teaching techniques
(H) problems related to integration of mentally re-

tarded students into general school organization; -and
(iii) provide knowledge of all levels of mental

retardation and allow for emphasis in one or more of theice
levels.

. (e) Orthopedically Impaired. For the prospective
teacher the program 'shall:

(i) provide knowledge of learning'environments for
children _who are medically, defined as physically handicappedY
who have other health problems, or who have central system
disorders that place them within a definition of chronic
conditions;

(ii) provide understanding and knowledge of the
special problems and processes of assessing the physically
handicapped and shall emphasize the effects that the physical
handicap has oh the learning processee and the diagnostic
procedures to be used in the teaching role; and

(iii) provide experiences to develop skills in cur-
riculum development and special methodologies relative to
children who may be minimally or Multiply handicapped.

- (f) Visually Handicapped. -For the prospective teacher
the program shall: \,

(i) provide study of the anatomy and physiology of
the,eye and knowledge of the symptoms and diagnosis of
partialArision and total loss of sight;
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(ii) provide knowledge ok local, state and national
facilities for serving the visually handicapped and the
blind and knowledge of the provisions ava4able. for :the
partially seeing child;

(iii) provide knOwledge of common plans of organization
and current facilities for serving partially seeing children,
and the'principles of preparation, selection and effective
use of appropriate instructional materials;

0 <iv) provide for the development of skills to solve
the problems of adaptation of school,environments to meet
the needs of partially seeing children; and °-

(v) provide for the development of skills with
teaching methods applied to, the special needs and capabilities
of partially seeing and blind children, and study and experience
in testing programs arid interpretations of test results.

(g). Specific Zearning Disabilities. For ehe'prospec-
tive teacher the program shall:

(i) provide knowledge of learning theory a's well as %
educational psychologyand shall provide orientaticiri in
psychological testing and in diagnosis and correction of
learning disabilities;

(ii) require experience in the education of those
with learning disabilities (such as dyslexia, perceptual
handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, and
developmental aphasia) in remediation in basic skills, in
teaching of reading, and in,curriculum development for
teaching of students with learning-disabilities;

,t(iii) provide for adequate understanding.of group
dynamics, interviewing and counseling and for knowledge of
community resmircesvand

, (iv) provide professionally supervised-experiences
with pupils, teachers, and administrators that are properly
planned.and professionally supervised and of such duration
to prepare the graduate for working in this field.

(h) Speech and Language Impaired. For the prospective
teacher the program shall:

(i)
1

provide knowledge of the study of normal speech,
typical and common speech defeots, and basic techniquesefor
their prevention-and correction;

(ii) provide knowledge of etiology and treatment of
the more severe speech deviations such as articulation,,
stuttering, voice, organic, and symbolization disorders;

(iii) provide knOw1edge'of phonetics and language
.development;

(iv) provide knowledge of physiological, psychological,
and social foundations of speech and hearing/disorders
including anatomy, physiology, and the function of auditory
and speech mechanisms;
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(v) provide study in audiometry, speech reading,
and speech\for the accoustically impaired;

(vi) provide opportunities to observe procedures of
diagnosis-and case manageMent by qualified correctionistsf
and

(vii) provide,for the development of skills and judg-
ments and for opportunitieS to perform under supervision
with the equipment 'essential for the conduct of speech cor-
rection. (History: Sec. 20-2-11.4, MCA; Sec. 20-2-121,
MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/797)

10.58.511 FOREIGN LANGUAGES Certificate endorsements
available in Montana are French, Spanish, German, Russian,
and Latin. For the prospective teacher the program shall:

(1) provide study in phonology, conversation, grammar
and composition, linguidtics (applied to the specific language
or applied to foreign languages as a whole) and literature:,

(2) provide for the development Of the.ability to
urliderstand conversation at-a normal tempo, lectures and news
broadcasts;

(3) provide for the development of the ability, to con-
verse with a-native with a command of vocabulary and syntpx
sufficient to express thoughts in conversation at normal
speed with good prpnuficiation;

(4) provide for the development of the-ability to read
with immediate comprehension both prose and verse of average
difficulty and mature content;

(5) provide far the development of the ability' to
write a "free cOmposition" (such as a letter or message);

(6) provide understanding of the differences betWeen-
the sound systems, forms, structures of the foreign language
and English and the ability to apply this understanding to
modern foreign language teaching; .

(7) provide an awareness of-language as an essential
element of culture, an understanding-of the principal ways
in which the foreign culture differs from our own, first-
hand knowledge of literary masterpieces, and acquaintance
with the geography, history, art, and social clistoms of
major lands in which'the language is dominant;

(8) provide knowledge of the present-day objectives of
foreign langUage teaching as communication and an understand-
ing of the methods and techniques.for attaining these objec-
tives;

(9) provide.knowledge of the use of specialized tech-
niques, such as educational media, the relation of modern
foreign language 'study to other areas of the curriculum, and
the ability to eValuate the professional literature'of
foreign teaching;
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(10) provide a study of the literature,
graphy, and contemporary civilizations of the
country or countries; and

history, gee-
appropriate

(11) provide for the preparation of teachers of-classi-
cal languages through'idherence to the preceding standards"
with additional emphasis on-appreciation of the language and,
gaining control of its sounds, structure, and vocabulary
rather than on conversational objectives. (History: Sec.
20-2-114, MCA;'IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, /979 MARV.
492-493, Eff. 5775/79,)

10.58.512 GUIDANCE AND CODNSELING For the prospective
Counseior.the programshall.: '

(1) provide evidence that careful screening is emploYed
to assure that only persons who have the poteirtial for
developing effective relafionships with students, teachers,
administrators and parents are accepted,Aas candidates;

(2) provide understanding of the-phi16sophy, organiza-
tion, and professional activities related to the practice of
school counseling; .

(3) provide knowledge of referral agencies and other
services outside the school setting;

(4) provide an understandinglof the individual, including
'the dynamics of.human behavior; ,

(5) .provide for themktension of his/her'underatanding
of basic educational philosophies and sdhool curriculum .pat-
terns;

(§) proVide understanding of societal forces and cul-
tural changes with particular reference to socio-economic,
ethnic, and racial grOups;

(7) provide for skills in the following.areas:
b (a) interpretation of I.Q. aptitude, interest, and

achievement and personality assessment
. .

(b) individual and group guidance
(c) individual and group coundeling
(d) assisting Students in developing vocational,

career planning,and lifestyle decision-making skills
(e)* assisting student's in developing personal, social

and educational decision-making skills
(f) placement and follow-up
1g) planning, implementationl administration-and

evaluation of coUnseling Programs;
(h). performance, interpretation and utilization of

educational research; and
(8) provide supervised laboratory.and practitum

experiences in a schoOl.setting tet include opportunity to
work4tffectively with pupils, teachers,.parents, and the
community in the following areas:

(a)' practice of guidance and counseling methods and
techniques
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(b) observation of how the duties
discharged

(c) performance of the duties of a
(History: Sec. 20-2-114v MCA; IMP, Sec.
1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/737)

10.58.514

of a counselor .are

school counselor.
20-2-121,-MCA; NZW,

10.58.513 HEALTH. For the prospective teacher the program
shall:

(1) provide knowledge and understanding of the aims'
and objectives of health education in the schools;

(2) provide basic knowledge of the biological sciences .

which primarily deal with the human's quest fora healthy
life. More specifically, to provide knowledge and understand-
ing in human physiology and anatomy, basic body chemistry:

tmicrobiology, genetics and ecology;
(3) provide basic background studies in the behavioral

and social sciences pertinent to the study of health;
(4) provide an understanding of:
(a) personal health and physical fitness including

basic 'understanding of the body and.its vital organs'
(b) community and environmental health including

sanitation arid pollution
(c) .nutrition including weight control, food fads and

diet supplements ,

(d) emotional and mental health
(e) physidal, social and emotional health hazards of

drugs, alcohol and tobacco .

(f) Physical and emotional aspects of sex
(g) communicable diseases (including venereal disease)/

body defenses and immunization programs'
(h) common physical and mental exceptionalities and

.degenerative diseases
(i) consumer health including the selection of health

products and professional services, and the evaluation of
advertising

(j) first aid and emergency care .

(k) safety including outdoor, water, home, industrial
and traffic

(1) values processes ana clarification; and
(5), provide opportunities fok developing, pr,omotingt

_and implementing a school health environment and cooperative
relationships.with voluntaryl, community and other official
health agencies. (History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec.
20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979'MAR p. 492-493, Eff 5/2379.)

10.58.514 HOME ECONOMICS For the prospective teacher
the program shall:

(1) provide basic information about experiences in
working withthe developmental processes of children and in
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creating and maintaining an environment in which children
and families develop and interact as individuals and family
members;

(2) provide an understanding of the multiplicity of
factors involved in clothing and textiles which satisfy the
needs of persons 4nd families;

(3) provide an emphasis on tha importance of making
value judgments and decision about shelter needs, furnishings,
and equipment for individuals,and families;

(4), provide the knowledge and experience of selecting,
planning, preparing and serving foods according to nutritional
needs of various individuals, families and groups:

(5) provide knowledge and experience in managing
individual and family reources to achieve individual and
family goals at the various stages of the life cycle;

(6) provide proficiency in maintaining human relations,
planning, deye2oping,.teaching, supervising and evaluating
.programs in ocdtleAtional home economics;

(7) provide an opportunity for interdisciplinary and
multi-agency approaches for the preparation of home econotics
teachers;

(8) provide study in the humanities and the social,'
behavioral and natural sciences, and

(9) provide skills necessary.for the utilization of
home economics youth organizations as a means for teaching
leadership skills through )cnowiedge and practice of speech
and parliamentary procedures and group cooperative efforts.
(History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; I)iP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW,
1979 MAR p. 492-T493, Eff._25/25/79.)

10.58.515 INDUSTRIAL ARTS For the prospe4ive teacher
the program shall:

(1) provide preparation for teaching a general industrial
arts course offering instruction in the main divisions of
industrial arts subject imatier and teaching a general unit-.
type Laboratory or shopin one of the main divisions of in-
dustrial arts subject matter;

(2) 'provide for the study of philosophy, principles,
and methods of industrial arts in elementary, secOndary,
adult and collegiate schools;

(3) provide a fundamental knowledge of the historical
development ef technology and its impact on man and society;

(4) provide for the development of technical skills in
the following:

(a) Drafting: learning activities concerned with com--
municating ideas or illustrations graphically

(b) Electricity-electronics: study of technology in-
volved in the industrial uses of electrical energy including
the theory, a6plications and control of electrical energy
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(a) Graphics arts: learning activities ccmcerned with
the'tools, materials and,processes used in the printing
industries (study of the technical aspects of printing, re-
lated occupattons, management problems, and the consumer-
printing industry relationshipS)

(d) Manufacturing and constructiow industries:
studies of the technological achievemerilts 'concerned with
methods and processes used in manufacturing articles for
mass consumption. Itese studies-shall be concerned with the
industcy, technology, and-products deri ed from such mateiq.als
and processes as ceramics, crafts, met ls,' plastics, textiles
and woods,

(e) Power and transportation: study of the technology
involved in harnessing And controlling power,_including its
source, generation, and transmission and-the-use of-powered
devices and vehicles;

(5) provide for the study of industrial-problems, in-
luding provisions for making independent investigations of
the origins and evolution,of present industrial conditions;

(6) provide opportunities to design, construct, and
test individual projects; and .

. (7) provide skills necessary for the utilization of
industrial Arts youth organizations as a means for teaching
leadership skills through.khowledge and prathtice of speech
and parliamentary procedure and group cooperative efforts.
(History:,.. Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec.- 20-2-121, MCA;'
NEW, 1979INAR p. 492493,, Eff. 5125/79.)

. 10.58;516 JOURNALISM For the prospective teacherthe
program shall:

(1) communicate through effective writing by providing
experiences in the basic skills -and mechanics Of the journal-
ism profession;

(2). demOnstrate different journalistic-styles;
(3) relate interviewing and other aspects of research;
(4) stress the necessity for accuracy;
(5) develop knowledge and skills in the technical

methods and tools used in journalism: grammar, 'copy reading,
editing, makeup, headline writing, production process,
photography, advertising copy and design;

(6) analyze the prganizational'structure of the news
media, showing how and why this structotre has changed;

(7) develop an understanding of the functioning of the
American economic system as it relates to mass media (adver-
tising, media sales, Circulation and distribution);

(8) ,possess a knowledge of the history and development
of the mass media, illustrating their impact upon society
and the effects of technological developments upon the masS
media;
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(9) develop knowledge of the social responsibilities
and of laws and ethics of mass media; illustrate:the effects
of the news media upon law and the effects of law ,upon the
news media;

(10) develop an understanding of and appreciation for
the free flow of information and the role cd the news media
in a democratic society;

(11) convey thp responsi4lity Of the newi media for
comprehensive reporting of the &any facete4 economic and so-
cial environments;

,

(12) recognize and deal with public relations problems
related to the schodl and to the community served by the
school; and

'-(13) develop an aWareness of career opportunities in
-journalism and describOthe preparation required for such,
professional careers. (Eistory: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; /MP,
Sec. 20-2-121, MCA, NEw, 1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/79.)

.10.58.517 LIBRARY K-12 For the prospectIvi librarian
the program, shall:

(1) provide a liberal arts-education'as stated in.
Sub-Chapter 4, Teaching Areas: General Standards, and
for a professional core as stated in Specific'Standards,
ARM 10.58.501; _-

(2) provide. for thed2veleipment of skill in selection
as it relates tb:

(a) developang cr4eria for evaluating and selecting
materials and equipment .

(b) planning and implementing processes, procedures
and policies for the 0a1uation and selection of materials
and equipment

(c) utilizing bibliographic aids and tools and other
sources to provide current reviews and information about
materials and equipment

(d) developing a knowledge and-understanding of
literature for children and young adults;

(3) provide for the development of skill in the utiliza-
tion of media as it relates to:

(a) teaching skills in retrieval and utilization ,of
materials and equipment

(b) assisting teachers and students in identifying,
obtaining and adapting media to their specific needs

(c) providing reading, listening and viewing guidance
for students and teachers

(d) identifying and utilizing community resources
(e) providing speCific information and responses to

reference requests;
(4) provide for the'development of skill in the pro-

duction of media as it relates to:
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(a) designin and-producing materials to meet Stated
learning objectiv

(b) operating .production equipment
(c) Producing media for spectfied learning objectives

which utilize the basic principles of design;
(5) provide for. tha development of skill in research

and evaluation of media programs as it relates to: A

(a) -developing plans to assess needs and evaluate the
media program

(b) applying the principles of research to improve the
media program

fe) designing, developing, and writing proposals for
funds' to support the media programs;

(6) provide for the development of skill In the.organi-
zation of media as it relates toff

(a) establishing and implementing procedures for ac-
quisition, Processing, distribution, and maintenanCe of
materials and equipment

(b) applying and.adapting rules and procedures for
classifying and cataloging all materials (print and nonprint);

(7) provide for the development of skill in administra-
tion, supervision and.management as 4 relates to:

(a) assessing the current status of the media prograM

401

in terms of local, state, regional, and national guidelines
and establishing short- and long-range plans_

(b) initiating and deve4.oping policies and procedures
for the operation of a media center.

(c) applying the principles ofbudgeting and manage-
ment to the administration of the media program.

(d) establishing job specificationiand applying
principles of personnel management

.

(e) participating in the planning, arrangeme t, utili-
zation and development of the media.program and the instruc-
tional program;

(8) provide for the development of skill in the appli-
cation of the principlepof learning and teaching methodologies-
as it relates to: ,

(a) determining igoals fork the media program as an'in-
tegral part of the educational programlf the school

a(b) participating as member of he educational team
in designing curriculum and the integtation of media

(c) planning a6-tivit4es and opp6rtunities for in-
creasing independence in le'arning

(d) evaluating media programs as they relate to
curriculum needs

(e) planning, providing and evaluating methods and
4procedures for teaching media skills in a variety of school

curricula;
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(9). provide for the development of skill in leadership
and-professi'onaliam as it relates to:

.

(a) designing and implementing methods of interpreting
media programs to teachers, students, administrators and the
community.

(b) providing the right of adaess to information for
:students and teachers within t4,4e existing.legal framework

(c) participating in local, regional, ,state and national
professional,organizations

(I1) engaging in self-evaluation to identify the areas
fof need foi4continuing education end professional growth;
and

(10). provide opportunities for a supervised praoticum
that includes a wide variety of instructional and operational
experiences whisch relate to a media prograi. (History: Sec.
20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20 2-121, MCA;. NEW, 1979.MAR p. 492-
493, Eff. 5/25/7f7)

10.58.518 MATHEMATICS For the prospective teacher the
program shall:

(1) provide a knowledge of the sequential nature of .

mathematics and anitinderstanding of the various aspects of
mathematics which their pupils wirl meet in subsequent
courses;

(2) provide for the development of the capacity and
disposition for continued learning in mathematics and shall
include studies and experiences whiCh are relevant to the.
school curriculum; e.g., basic math, general math, consumer
math, algebra, geometry, etc::

"1 (3). provide knowledge of curriculum- improvement studies
in mathematics currently being.made by various,national,
groups; .

(4) provide opportunities to acquire a knowledge of
ways to apply the principles of mathematics to other disci-.
plines; t.g., logic, science, psychology,' economdcs; -

(5) provide for the development of the ability.to
select, adapt, -evaluate and use strategies and materials for
teaching mathematics, provide laboratory experiences in
working with pupils of both high and low academic abilities
and develop the ability to teach computatidnal as well as .

abstract mathematics.;
(6) provide experience in the field of computing as it

relates to mathematics and to teaching of mathematics;- and
provide.experidhce with mathematical model building.

(History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; 'IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW,
1979 MAR p.-492-493, Eff. 5/25/717)

\\
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10.58.519 MUSIC K 12. For the prospective teacheitthe
.program shall:

(1) ,provide a functional knowledge of t;he language and
grhmmar of music;

.

(2) provide an undeistanding'of the common elements of-

Music--rhythm, melody, harmony, tiMbre, texture, dynamics,
form--and their interaction, and an ability to employ this
understanding in both aulial and visbal analysis;

(3) 15rovide for the development of:
(a) basic cond;Fting skilis, score reading and rehearsal

techniques
(b) ability to compose, arrange and adapt music from .

a variety of sourEis to Neet the needs and ability levels of
school performing groups and classroam situations

4c) ability,to guide Creative experiences and improvise
in an extemporaneous performance

(d) proficiency on piano, guitar, or other appropriates,"
keiboard or fretted Instrument sufficiently advanced for
demonstrationAnd accompaniment

(e) advanced ability sufficient to assure,accurate and
musically expressive'performance

.

(f) abijity to perform,in large ensembles and, a
variety of smallensembles;

(4) provide knowledge and understanding of music
history and literature with emphasis on the relationship of
music to other arts and humanities in contemporiry and past -

cultures and the ability to place compositions in historical
and stylistic perspectives;

(5) 'provide for the development of knowledge of a com-
prehensive music program based upon sound philosophy and un-
derstanding of what music to. teach and how to teach it at
any level. The program,shall'inClude procedures for.organizing
a comprehensive music curriculum fot a school or school
system;

(6) provide ,for the study of vocal/choral music in the
areas of: -

(a) ability, to perform-on Xeyboard and fretted instru-
ments sufficient to employ these instruments as teaching
tools

(b) ability to transpose and improvise acCompaniments
(c) basic knowledge of vocal/choral problems and

strategies arid sufficient vocal skill to assure effective
use of the voice in demonstrating vocal technique

(d). solo and ensemble vocal performance
CO use of wind, string, and percussion instruments,

which develop the knowledge and skills nece6sary to conduct
instruMental as well as choral ensembles

(f) laboratory,experiences in teaching various vocal/
choral types of classes.such as choruses and general musie;
and
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(7) provide for the study of instrumental music in the
areas of:

(a) performance ability on wind,-string arid percussion
instruments sufficient to teach students,.i.n heterogeneous
and'homogeneous groups

(b) solo instrumental performance experiences, as well
as small and large instrumental ensembles experientes.

(c) use of the singj.ng'voice as a teaching tool and
knowiedge and skills necessary to conduCt choral as well 'as

, instrumental ensembles
.

-(3) laboratory experience in teaching instrumental
'studentsindividually, in small groups, and in larger
classes. (History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121;
MCA; NEW, 1979 MAA p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/79.)

10.58.520 PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH X-12 Forthe
.prospective teacher,the program shall:

(1) provide a knowledge of the aims and objectives of
physidal education in schools and the competence to provide
learning experiences;

(2) Provide study, in the sciences with preparation in .

the biological scienees for understanding the structure and
function of the human bOdy, including an understanding of
the principle's of human movement, human physiology and
anatomy, body chemistry, microbiology, genetics and ecology;

(3), .provide'understanding 'of skills and capabilities
to observe, analyze, prescribe and manage student learning
in'a wide variety,of physical activities such as fundamental
motor skills and exereises, gymnastics, individual'and dual

. sports, team sports and .games, mass games and activities,
rhythms and dance, damping and outdoor recreation;

(4) provide knowledge and skill relative to organizing,
planning, administering, avid evaluating a total program of
Physical education. The following competencies-are illustra-
tive:

(a) relate physical education.as a pArt of the total'
education prOgram

(b) select, purchase; care and maintain facilities,
equipment and supplie

(c) organize and administer intramural, recreational,'
and'interscholastic prograths

0 (d) select and use appropriate evaluative techniques-
of student performance

(e) relate principles, standards and procedures of
safety

(f) possess techniques of good public relations in
interpreting the health and physical education program

(g). organize and administer programs for atypical,
-students

,

10-892, 40 ADMINISTRATIVE RULES OF MONTANA
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(h) possess knowledge of legal liability and insurance

10.58.521

(i) possess knowledge of first aid and athletic
training methods and techniques;,

(5) provide an understanding Of:'
(a) personal heAlth and physical fitness.including

basic -understanding ofsthe body and its.vital organs
L(b) community and environmental health inclueing

'sanitation and pollution
(c) nutrition including weight control foodILds a d'

diet 'supplements
(d) emotional and mental health
(e) physica4-social and emotional health hazards of

drugs, alcohol and tobacco
(f) physical and emotional aspects of sex
(g) cotmunicable diseases (including venerealsdisease),

body defenses and immunization programs
(h) common physical and mental exceptionalities and

.

degenerative diseases
(i) consumer health includizIg the selection of health

produCts and'professionai servibes and the evaluation'of ad-
vertising -

(j) first aid and emergendy care,
(k) safety including outdoor, water, home, industrial

and traffic;
(6) provide for knowledge,to assess programs and

evaluate atypical students;
(7) provide opportunity for a variety of practicum ex-

periences in addition to student teaching early in the
curriculum;

(8) provide for student teaching opportunities on .bot4
elementary and secondary levels. (History: Sec. 20-2-114, %

MCA; IMP, Sec, 20-2-121, MCA.; NEW; 1979 MAR,p. 492-493, Eff.
5/25/737)

10.58.521 READING SPECIALISTS X-12 For the prospective
reading speciakst the program

,(1) provide a planned sequencp to include but-not-be
limited to: general background (i.e.,,psychology of thp
reading processc nature and scope of reading program),
reading skills and abilities readiness for reading at
any level, word recognition skills, vocabulary development),
diagnosis and remedial teaching, organization of the reading'
program (i.e., Classroom organization, varied approaches to
reading instruction), materials- (i.e., how to select and
use), application of reading skills;

(2) provide understanding pf the nature of the learner
and the learning process With specific application to reading;

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES OF MONiANAL.,1
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(3) proviOe for the developTent of the ability to work
effeetively with children. and youth in developling reading
skills and in diagnosirig and correcting reidipg disabilities;

(4) prqvide knowledge of the techniqUes and materials
used ift reading instruction; ,

(5) provide for the development of skills to diagnose
,reading problems of exception&I, studentiand deiign appro7
priate instruction;

4
-

,

(6) provide a supervised practicum with children and'
youth in deVelopmental, corrdctive, and remedial and accel-
erated.reading instruction; _ - A

' 'N (7) provide, studiesl.experiences and activities in
language arts which increase knowledge and 4h1111 in. relation
to the following .

(a) deVelopment of oral and 'writen language
(b) ;communication skills including vocabulary and

concept development ,

(c) effect of dia2tcts,
,

(d) relationship of writing and spelling to reading
'CO relationship of listening to readinv .

. (8) provide for the olevelopmentl.of 'knowledge and com-
petency in relatiOri to.the'following:-. . .

(a) developing staff understanding and supp9rt of.the
reading program

.
,

(b) ,organizing and developing community support for a
...

reading program .

(e) organizingl-managing and evaluating atreading
program for allochildren; and : '

- (9) provide for understanding of the relationship of
reading to an in all-other subject areas with an under.-
standing of èi!dt'increasing students' reading abilities

ff..5/2577f.)E
in subject ar s.-, (History: 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec
20-2-121, MCA; , 1971MAR . 4.92-493,

.

-4.

10.58.522 SCIENCE (1) The science program may

l
. follow the sub3 t4A3,or pattern, or the,comprehensive-major

pattern, (Genera Science) ekbracing a broad base science
program- includi g biology, chemistry, physics, physical
science, hnd earth science with'an emphasis of at.least 20
quarter credits. in one field. in-Montana this^General
Science coriCentration must be coupred with the equivalçnt of
15 quarter'credits in at least three other science are s..
Cuiricula leading to a certificate in a discrete subje t
(biology, chemistry, et al) must leet provision (2) of p t
section 10,58.522 aAd the appropriAte provisOns (3)(a
through (3) (e) of that section. : ,.

(2)', Commiiu'Standards.
(a) For the prospective teacher the program shall

provide, for the attail)ment Of=

10494 7/1/8p
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(i) at least minimum specified levels of preparation
irkte prOcesses of science common to the several disciplines

(ii) at least,minimum specified levels of preparation
in the concepts and principles in several areas of. science

(iii) a specified high level of preparation in a
specialized field in order to be prepared tb provide courses
and experiences'relevant to the high school curriculum in
that field

-(b) provide'the knowledge and experience to illustrdte
the cultural significance of science, to relate science

analytical methods of spiente in multidisciplinary approaches
through technology to social coneritions, and to apply the'

to studying and solving societal-problems such as the use of
the environment; w

(c) provide opportunities for gaininig insight into the .

intellectual and philosophical nature of scfence and mathematics;
(d) provide for the development of the capacity and

.the -d-isposition for continued learning in science and in-the
teaching of science subjects;

10.58.522

. (e) provide work in areas'related to the sitbjects to
Joe taughe with at least minimal preparation in mathematics;

(f) provide experiencet related to the nature of
learning, conditions that help young people learn, and'the
maintenance of a proper learning environment; -

(g) provide for, the development off the ability to _

select, adalit, evaluate and use strategies'an4. materials for
the teaching of sciincd"or mathematics so that teaching-
learnig situations *ill be consistent with general knowledge
.about teaching and learning and Will beappropriate both to
the special needs of the learners and to the special charac-
teristics of the science disciplines or the interdisciplinary
problem; 4

1 ! (.

(h) provide emphasis on the processes used in investigating
scientific Phenomen4 and *those used in communicating the
findings of uch investigations to other science studenti-

10
and'to th6 neral public;

,

. (i) ovide an awareness of the recommendations for
curriculum improvement currently.being made by various
national scientific groups, and incorporate, as well, new

.-teachihg strateg'ies that research -demonstrates are effective;
(j) provide emphasis of the pr ram on breadth rather

than on depth including inter-relatio hips amongethe sciences
and the history and-philosophy of scienc

(k) provide for the development of competence in the
,

use of teaching aids And laboratory equipm4nt of all science
fields which are appropriate;

,

1 (1) firovide a knowledge of the current 'curriculum
studies in the various sdience fields; and

Oml provide an emphasiS on.lab safety.
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(3) Specialized Standards.
(a) Biology. For the prospectivei teacher the program'

(i) provide study and experiences Nith emphasis on
the actual living materials throughlaboratory and field'
experiences which promote investigation, inquiry and experimental
methods;

(ii) provide knowledge of the sj.gnificant biological
phenomena as they appear in micro-organisms, plants and ani-
mals, and the relation of these phenamena to .the broad areas
of biology;

(iii) provide knowledge of the,inter-relationship of
living'organisms with their physical and biotic environments;

.(iv) provide understanding of the characteristics of
living organisms in terms of maintenande, regulation, be-
hivior, reproduction, genetics, development, evolution and
systematics; .

.00 . provide-studies and experiences in areas whidh
emgpatize the relationship, with biology, suck as-cheMistry
(iKcludiny introduction to organic and biotchemiitry),
physics, paleontolog§; behavior and mathematidS;

(vi) provide opportunitiee to design, develoi) and .

evaluate effective laborltory activIties uping-the special
skillet And techniques with equipment, facilities andspeci-
Imanq; and . -

(vii) provide preparation in organiZing, presenting
and evaluating sublect matter content. %.

(b) Chemistry. For:the prospective teacfier the
program shdll:

(i) provide a systematic and quantitative study of
funaamental principles of ghemistry,.inter-related and
illustrated with descriptive and historical material;

,(ii). provide preparation-in .organizing, presenting'
and evalaating suilject matter content in a manner which
develops the understanding by pupils of the concepts of
chemistry; -

'(iil.) provide-preparation in Construction of meaningful
pupil learning experiences through lecttire and laboratory in'
organic, inorganic, analytical and physical chemistry;

(iv) provide:studies and. experiences which develop
basia knowledges in other natural sciencels and mithemhtics;
and 4

(v) provide fabotatory skills necessary to design
experiments and develop demonstrations which are adjuncts to
science and methods courses.

(c) Earth Science. For the prospective teacher the
program shall: -

(i) provide preparation in mathematics and the
basic sciences (biology, chemistry, and physics) and a
concentration in one of the earth sciences (astronomy,

10 896 7/1/80
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4eology, meteorology, and/or oceanography) with supporting
_work in the other three..A major, in the broad field ofithe
earth science -is-recomMended;

(ii) provide an understanding 9f earth*science as an
interdisciplinary science involving the study of the litho-
sphere, atposphere, and ,hydrpsphere and their relationship
to man's environment;

(iii) provide emphasis on field work, assuringa
mastery of technique in using the local environment ai'a
laboratory in addition to laboratory demonstrations, experi-
mentation and research; and

(iv) provide preparation'in organizing presenting,
and evalvating subject matter content.

(d) Physical Science. For the prospective teacher the
-2 program shall:

(i) provide experiences in chemistry and physics in
0 near equal proportions;

(ii) provide experiences in at least three of the
following disciplines: astronomy, biology, geology, meteor-
ology, and physical geography;

(iii) provide for the development of knowledge o
mathematics;

(iv)
, Provide laboratory experience in- _chemistry and

physics as well AA in one other science arear
(v) *provide an understanding of the integration of

the,physical sciences and the implicat4ons of the various
sciences for contbmporary societyl and-

(vi) provide for the deVelopment ok skills in org#niz-
ing, presenting, and evaluating subject matter content in`
ways which provide for oPtimal learning.

(e) Physics: For the prospective teacher the program
shall:-

(i) provide a systematic and quinti:tative study of
the fundamental topics-of physics, interrelated and illustrated
'with descriptive and historical material;

.

(ii) provide emphasis in-mathematical preparation
condurrently with the preparation in physics;

(iii) provide for the development Of skills.in organiz-
ing, presenting andevaluating subject matter content in a
manner which enhances the development of the concepts in
physics by secondary School pupils;

(iv) provide for knowledge of varieties of pupil
learning experiences approPriate for areas of 'classical and
modern physics;

(v) provide studies and experiences which develop.
basic knowledges in biology, chemistry, and matheMatics, and
include in fmtroduction to differential equations; aid

(vi) provide the laboratory skills necessary to*
design, de'velop, and evaluate effective laboratory activiies

-#

10i.58 522
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,

'using proper maintenancb of equipment.' (History: Sec.
20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121, 41CA; NEW,- 1979 MAR
p. 402-493, Eff77/25/79.)

10.58.523 SOCIAL-SCIENCE (1) 'The social science
prOgriiiiERFTRTgrai-iliErat-major pattern, or the compre-
hensive-major pattern embracing a broad base social studies
program including history, sociologyt:government, economics,
psychology and geography with an emph-a-sis of itleast 20
quarter credits in one field. In Montana, this concentration
must be coupled with the equivalent of 15,quarter credits in
at least three other social studies areas. Curricula leading
to a certificate in a discrete dubject (history,"political
science, et al) must meet subsection (2) of section 10.58.523
and the appropriate Subsections (3) through (8) of that
section.

(2) Common Standards. For the prospective teacher the
program shall:

(a) provide for the development of the ability to
organize learning.experiences which facilitate growth in,
group processes and human relatiOns skills including:

(i) the ability to-feel for others .

(ii) the ability to examine one's own feelings in
the process of developing a positive self-concept

(iii) the recognition that all'holan problems cannot
be.hand1ed with scientific precision; and. -

(iv) the atiility to work effectively with other's as
IiJmnber of a group; .,-

(b) provide for the development of a proCess Oproach
to teaching social studies which utilizes the vario(is struc-
tures and inquiry tools drawn from the social science disci-,
plines; .

(c) provide for the development of the ability to
organize social sciences contest data into teaching/learning
sequences that: -

(i) reflect meaningful factualsinformation au the
.content base;

(ii) arrange the major concepts and data into learning
sequences which'help students discover the relationships be-
tween facts, concepts and generalizations;

(iii) organize teaching/learning strategies in a
manner that students may proceed.from factual information to
the development of theories;

(d) provide for the study of the scientific processes
in teaching social atudies and for the development of the
ability to organize instructional material which provides
maximum opportunity for students-to make:

(i) observations that utilize all of the senses for
purposes such as data collection or problem areas awareness
for classroom study;

10-898 7 / 1 / 8 4,
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(ii) classifications which _emexge fromthe obsex4ations .

.of objects and events with schemes based on observable sImi--.
larities and differences;

(iii) inferences about what is not directly or immediate-
ly observable and involving evaluation and judgment of data;

4iV) hypotheses from inferences and predictions thay
can be tested by a proof proCess;

(v) - reliable predictions.about the cOnsequences of
a solution to a particular problem or issue based on past
observations and the nature of the event being predicted;

(vi) hypotheses tests by designing and using dati
gathering procedures; d

(e) provide knowled4e of a variety of.processes used
in examiping controversial ahd Value-related issues includin

(i) , the valuing process and a process which permits
examination of affective as.,well as the cognitive input;

(f) provide for the development and demonitration of
the ability to think critically and to-forpulate a rational
basis for decision taking through:. 4

(i) application of social stutf-604.3.ta by constructing
dlarts, maps/ tAbles, graphs, and other pictorial modelA

(ii) knowledge of Oe ne-cessary-skills in Library
research which .utilize the latelut information from national
depositories and clearinghouses;

utilization of appropriate.levels 9f questioning
which will elicit student response from recall darough.eval-
uation; 10

(g) provide understanding of.the use 'of simulation 4nd
gaming techniques resulting in ability to:

(i) organize materials for instruction using simula-
tion games as a means of providing students direct experience
with selected concepts;

(ii) develop a simulation game or role playing _
sitaation fc* selected content;

(iii) employ aspects of gaming in teaching social
studies.

(3). Economics. For the prospective teacher the program
shall: ,

(i) provide knowledge of the impact of economic princip.les
and processes as related to problems and practices in diverse
economic systems;

(b) provide knowledge of how basic economic decisions
are made with regard to production, consumetion and distribu-
tion;

(c) provide knowledge that all. economic ayatems are
confronted by the problem of unlimited wants and limited re-
sources;

(d) provide knowledge of how .the pattern of economic
arrangements within a society reflect the values and objectives
of that society;

ADMiNISTRATIVE RULES 'OF MONTANA 7/1/80
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-1.4--provide study -of-the-concept -of-comparativ
tags ahd its relationship to the exchange of goods and
services among dmieloped and developing nations of the
world;

(f) provide for knowledge of the comparison of the
economic performance of different cultural groups;

(g) provide for knowledge of the comparisomof the
effect of production on the industrial power of different
nations;

(h) 4:movide'for analysis of the potential standards of.
,living among nations by.examinipg factqrs of production;

(i). provide 'for the examination of the concept of
specialization-and the resultant interdependency within and
'among nations; .

(j) provide tor' the analysis of economic fluctuations
that have resulted from periods of inflationl-deflation or
clepression;.

(k) provide for the_study of,the feelings and percep-
tions of peoPle during periods of ecbnomic fluctuations;

(1) provide for the development of_ the ability to
assess the major value difference and resulting conflict
situations that occur during periods of inflation; deflation'
,or depresgion; "

00. `provide for the analysis of the causes of economic
fluctuations and the develo ent of policies to cope with
these problems. '

(4) Geography. For t$ie rosPective, teacher the program
shall:

(a) 'provide knowledge of tRa effects that spatial
relationships, physical environments, and regionalization
have on the development of theliuman experiencev.

/ (b) provide knowledge Cf.the changes affecting the
`nature of alocaIe through time;

(c) provide for the analyiis of the effects of site
and situation on developing cultures and life patterns;

(d) provide for study of reasons why different human
activities occur in regiorm of similar natural factOrs;

(e). provide for study of reasons why siMilar 'human ac-
tivities occur in regions of different environmental condit-
ions;

(f) provide for the development of the ability to
assess the impact of the uneven distribution ,of human numbers
and the resultant pressure of thoie numbers on the physical
resourcès of selected areas of the world;

-(11Y provide for the study of adverse conditions
associated with the use of human space: crime, slums,
pollution, value systems, degeneration and dete io on,
and deteiUration of other physical, mental and ral qualities;
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(h) provide a knowledge of the earth's physical environment
and its influences on the developMentof culture;

(i) provide for the study of the factors of the
natural environment and-man's ability to alter them in a
positive or negative way;

(j) provide for the development of the-ability to
analyze the physical and cultural component parts of a
portion of the'world;

(k) provide for the analysis of current environmental
problems and examine the roles of, individuals, societal
agents, and technology on developing and effecting solu-
tions; ,

(1) provide for the analysis of the use cf formal and
functional regions.in,the organization of space;

(m) provide for the development of the ability to
evaluate the region as a planning deVice for making rational
use of the earth's resources by evolving strItegies and .es-
tablishing priorities;

(n) provide for the analysis of the region as a
method of organizing spaCe and employ regional systems as a
u9eful'framework for handling large amounts of diverse
information;

(o) .provide for the assessment of the disorganization
of space and thosilfactors that account for discontinuity.

(5) Government. For the prospective teacher the.
program shall:

-(aY provide knowledge of the fact that every society
has some authority structUre which can be recognized as a
government and has been created by the interdependence of
individuals and groups within society;

(b) provide for the study of decisions, policies and
laws of a given society as a reflection of:the society's
values, beliefs, and traditions;

(o) provide for the study of the inter-relatednes4 ct
the political aspects of a culture with the economic,
social, geographic ahd environmental factors and problems
within a culture;

(d) provide for the aealysis.of the current political
actions and'attitudes of a-society in relation to its prior .

historyr
(e) .provide4or Ithe'development of.the ability to

examine criticafly governmental systems, not only as forms
of government, but also as methods, processes'and reflections
of soCietal cOnvictions

(f) provide for the study ofisources-of political,
,power and authority;

(g). provide for the development of the ability to
examinepolitical ethics as a reflection of'the moral conduct
Of the society as a whole;

10.58.523
,
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(h) provide a knowledge-of -t-he proCesses involved -Iuk-

conflict resolution and public policy adjudication in
society;

(i) provide knowledge of how public policy evolves
from the bargaining and compromising among competing demands
on influential groups;

(j) provide for the analysis of the governmental
structures and institutions established to protect 'public
-policy decisions and to enforce them On the society at

(k) provide for the development of the ability to ex-
amine the agencies created to protect the rights., 'liberties,
andkobligations of each member or group wiihin the society;

(1) provide for the study of methods of interest
articulation and communication as practiced,by
groups, pressure groups, and lobbies ln variow4sItsteMs.

(6) History. For the prospective teacher the program
shall:

(a) provide a knowledge of the human past as a means
in.understanding the present and the possibilities for the
future; .

(b) provide for the study of the relationship of
history to,the social sciences in explaining the human
experience; .

(c) provide for the study of history as a response to
the eternal desire of humans to know about- themselves and
others;

(d) provide an understanding that history is concerned
with societies as well as individuals;

le) prOvide for the study of history as it emphasizes
the uniqueness.of individual and collective' human experience;

-(f) provide an understanding that continuous and-un-'
relem4ing change has'been a universal condition of human
society throughout remembered and recorded time;

(g) proVide an understanding that each generation
tends to create and rewrite history in terms of its own
needs, aspirations and points of view;

(h) provide for a recognition that the record of the
past is irremediably fragmentary, selective and biased;

- (i)k provide knowledge that the past should be examined
in light of contemporary standards, values', attitudes and
beliefs rather than exclusively by modern standards;

(j) provide an understanding that history/has the
obligation to feassess and reinterpret the past, bringing it
to bear on the present and translating it into a form each
new generation can use;

(k) provide an understanding that a knowledge of the
possibi.liti44 of history can help people in.influencing a
more favorable course for the human race;

10-162 7/1/80
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(1) provide f9r_010 development of an. awareness of the
value dilemmas of modern times and the pro4ects for resolving
the dilemmas.;

.

(m) prbvide for:the development of an understanding of
the'inter-related factorieconomic, social, cultural,
political, geographical and intellectualthat have shaped
historical development;

(n) prOvide an.-ufiderstanding that multiple cauSation
is the dominant pattern in explaining the human past and
that .historical events can seldom be explained In terms of a
simple one-t -one causevnd effect relationship;

.

(o) pro 4.de for knNwledge from areas of study that are
important to t t. modern student and relevant to his needs as
an intelligent being:

(i) Montpa and the Rocky Mountain region
(ii) the tnited States
(iii) European and- non-western civilization
(7) Psychology. For the prospective.teacher, the ,

program shall:
(a) provide for the development of an understanding of

behavior in man and other animals;
:

.

(b) 8provide knowledge of investigative and scientific
methods used in the study of behaviorr

.

(c) la'cmi.de for the development of an understanding'of
the effects of stimuli on behavior; --

%- (d) -prOvide for the study of the cultural influences
.on behavior and the modification of them;

.

(e) provide for the recognition and explanation of be-
havior classified as deviant,

(8) Sociology. For the prospective teacher the program
shall:

.

,

(a) provide for the development of an aware s of the
various aspects of human behavior which are re ed to the
fact that man lives-in groups; -,

(b) prOvide for the stu o the divers and similar
patterns of,hUman grouping in relat o spe ic cul Ural
values; , .

(c),, provide for the recognition that very socie y
develops a system of roles, norms, values'an ancti s toe
guide behavior of individuals and groups;

(d) provide for the ,analYsis of the general structure
of society in terms of thd,following concepts: values, in-
stitutiOns, organizations, groups, status positionsf'and,
social roles.

(e..) Provide!lor the study of _diversitycand irariaidons
existing within a given and comparative social structure;

(0 kovide knowledge of how culture.is adapted to
serve man's needs as well as how man au:its to dultural con-
ditions. (History: Sec. 20-2-114,.MCA; MPI_Sea. 20-2-121,
MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR g 492-493,, Eff. 5/25/79.)

.

,
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10.58.524 SPEECH COMMUNICATION For the prospective
teacher-Ole program-shall:

(1) provide for skills ip the area of speech fundamentals,
public address, oral interpretation: dramatics and simple.
speech problems;

(2) provide for the development and,demonstration of
personal proficiency in oral communications;

'(3) provlde experiences with dialects and other regional-
isms regarding their origin( development and place in contem-
porary culture;

(4) provide knowledge of the .various personal, social
and communication purposes of language, including attention
to factors such as:

(a) social'and regional language variation
(b) language for,conirol and management Of others;

i.e., language abtse, d:g., the rhetoric of politics, advertis-
.

.lng, etc.;
(5) provide knowledge of the nature of nonprint and

nonverbal expression as well as their relationship to verbal
expressionr7--, .

(6) provide knowledge of the processes whereby individua s
acquire, understand and use their language;

(7), .proVide knowledge of the attributes of oral language
- fin the developing Ai14.through adolescencer

18) provide ktowffadge of approaches tO assessment and
, diagnosis of students' encoding and 'decal-ding abilities in'
various settings 'and for varioUs purposes;
. (9) provide for jthe development of the'ability to
assess and interpret tudentil progress. in both decoding .and
encoding language iiVvarious social, regional, and cultural
settings;.

(10) provide for the development of tbe-ability to'-
prescribe suitable techniques and materials for overcoming
specific decoding and encoding difficulties and the ability
to design effective instructional strategies and teaching
approaches for the teaching:of encoding and dacodinTskills1'

(11) provide'for the development of the ability to
help students become,aWare of the various-social and cul.tural
backgrounds and purposes, of language use;

' (12) provide forthe development of the ability 10 Ar-
ticulate the nature and.purposes of tbe speech communi ion
curriculum to professional peers, school-administrators,band
parents; and

(13), provide for the development of a respect for #he
worth of all students, their.language and desires,_and their
individual uniqueness. (History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; ,I)P,
Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25

.14
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i 10.58.525 TRADES AND INDUSTRY (I) Teacher preparation
j'ar teaching in many such occupational areas requires the
bac!Calaureate degree as a prerequisie for beginning teaching.
For the prospective -teacher the program shall:

(a), provide-,or arrange vocational training and/or
SuperVised work if the student has not had such experiences;

(b1 provide general education requireMents n the
humanities, mathikatics, natural sciences, so studies
and behavioral sciences that are designed to acquaint the
learner with areas of human experience to w ich he/she has
not yet .been exposed;

(c) provide on-the-job supervision du ing the first
year of:teaching if the new teacher ho, no student taught.
Mddification from the requirements ofthis ule shall be
allowed if necessary;

(NI) provide skills necessary for the utilization of
trades and industry youth.organizations as a means for

# teaching leadership skills through:knowledge and practice of
sPeeci1/4 parliamentary procedures, and group cooperative
efforts. (History: Sec. 20-1114, MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-121,
MCArNEW,,:1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/19.)

10.58.526 TRAFFIC EDUCATION-For the prospective teacher
the,program shaIl:

. (1) require-that-the candidate for the traffic education
certificate possess a standard teacher's certificate in
another_area Of certification;

asAure that the student possesses a valid driver 4'
license;

(3) ,,provide,lor the development of an understanding of
the .basic principles of motOr vehicle systems,LTics, and_
maintenanqew

(4) provide for the development of an understanding of
the interaction of all highway-transportation system elements;

(5) provide opportunities for professionally 'supervised
student teaching experiences in theory classes and behind-
the-wheel situations and provide for the demonstration of 1
skill in motor vehicle operation and on-street instructionv

(6) proVide'for study of due processes iluthe application
of laws;

,(7)- provide for study of the physiological and psycho-
logical influences of alcohol and drug abuSe as they relate
to the highway transportation system;

s'(.8) provide for study of the frequency', severity;
,na4ure f. and directions for prevention of accidents which
Occur to agp groups' while participating in various life
activities;

(9) provide for the'developmene of an ability-to
comMdnicate effectively with appropriate agencies concerned
with safety;
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(Lp) proVide for the-developaient-o-f-art awarime-ssof
the necessity to provi40 students with positive attitudes
toward safe driving as well as with the required skills for
safe driving; - .

(11) provide study of procedures and conditions for
activatieg anl-emergency 'medical services system;

(12) PrOvide for the development of the ability to
Assist students in examining and clarifying their beliefk,
attitudes,.and values aS they relate to safety;

(13) provide specific knowledge of administrative'
procedurese-practicos and policies required for organizing
and operating an 'approved traffiC.education program;

(14) 'provide for the developMent of the ability, to
assess current trends and provide information about current
materials.and innovative methods in traffic materials educa-

1tion; and /

(15) provide for the development 01 the ability to
.structuie and implement driver education learning experienees
and to identify and develop support materials.related to the
following modes:.

(a) regular classroom
(b) multi-media,
(c) driving simulation ,

(d) off-street multiple car driving range
(e) on-street

(History: Sec. 20-2-114, MCAr IMP Sec. 20-2-121, MCA; NEW,
1979 MAR p.492-493, Eff. 5/25/737

10.58.527 TEACHING AREAS: ADDITIONAL FIELDS (1) These
programs are esigne or teac ers o o a regular teaching
certificate and who desire to develop skills in a different
teaching field. -

(2) The proOam ah41 be designed to.produce skills at
least equivalent to those developed by programs approved as
meeting the standards.for basic pro ramsjn the teaching
field as.outlined above.

(3) When necessary, laborator experiences shall be
provided under the jurisdiction of the preparing institution.
.(History: Section-20-2,-114, MCA; I Section 20-2-121,
MCA;-NEW, 1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. /25/79.)

Sub-Chapter 8

Curriculum Principles and Standarde Advanced inograms

-10.58401 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING Mb mime
11) A single, specifically designated admaistrative

unit shall be responsible for assuring the quality of'post-
, baccalaureate programs of advanced study in education._ This
unit shall:
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'-Aar_..share aspects of this regponsibility with appropriate
anits or committees;

-(b) -iee that-the responsibility shall be anifiede.
':-specifid, widely understood and generally accessible; '

(c/' make,provisions for communication, cooperatioxx and
'deliberate coordination-bleak in institutions operating
%several programs;

-6:1)- provide data to indicate_objectivea being served,
the Unique aAd cooperative propiam piovisions, and the means
'of progrAwevaluation;

ptovide for the accessibility of evidence concern-
ing, program evalUation.

An 'Those institutions offering both undergraduate and
graduate Orograms shall maintain conosistency in philosophy,
principle4, and objectives-upon which the teacher education
programs arelbased.

(3) The institutio4-shall be'responsible for d ng
programs*:within the meaning and acope of educational rogram
objeatives and within the guidelines of th6 governing. board.

"(4) The board of public education is-responsible for
i:Limalating the 'development of objectives by all concerned,
and for evolving'and carrying out &ppropriate procedures fo
certi.fying teachers.

(5) All post-baccalaureate edticational programs shall .

the following:
(a) thellublication of specificallyastated program ob-

jectives and program outlines giving evidence of tbe provision
for achieving the objectives of the program. When two or
more related kinds of student objectives are served within
one broad program, the provisions for ambievin4 eacb ahall
be made Clear;

ODY provisions fta' maintaining quality* of scholarship
and for_ assuring scholarship'in depth appropriate to the An-
noUnced level; - 4.

(c) sufficient breadth' of coverage to enable the t,

studeftt to develop supporting and related skills and insights
in addition to a major emphasis;

1

1

V
(d)o'support by adequate resources of staff, equipment,

special facilitieg, including library and general institution-
al backing tti ptovide maximum quality in each program;.

(e) a program of supervised practical experience in
curricula designed for the development of initial competence
in teaching or in an area of educational sPecialization.
This program shall be designed both to develop skill and tot5
serve as a basis for evaluating the student's performance
and for recommending" appropriate certification and/9i a
master's degree. Adequate time for-both on-campus and off-
campus experiences Elhall be provided to'meet these objectives;

(f) sufficient flexibility to permit adaptation to the
individual-backgrounds and objectives of.the students';
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(g) the responsibirty for evaluating and recommending
graduate students (with r ference to their specifl competecies
in terms of specifiC-prog am objectives) to the board-of.
public education. .*"

,

(6) -The applicat of ,operatihg.controla shall be
suiqh eh to guar4ntee integrity of each*program and dhall
include: ..

(Ai 1-44 a4Visory system for advanced study programs
vhich:

-reg,lects'atteAtion to individual atudent poten-
tiallties

(ii) .utilizes all 4instrictionai resources, and
(iii) recognizewthe rapid growth of knowledge:
(b) selective admission 'and retenabn procedures to

maintain a quality of students in each-program appropriate
to itu objectives

40 student evaluation and degree requirements-to -
support the adMission and selective retention procedures 1n
harmony'with,program cibectives,over and aboye general
institutional requirements; .

(d) program evaluatioA proctidurea to' assure continUed
professional apprAisal and improvement;

(e) 'tesidence requirements academically appropriate to
the objectives.of the,programs in which they apply;

(f) internal proVisions-to give evidence of harmoriy
-between objectives and werequisites, to the effect that
wadi prerequisites and program provisions shall form a
'ccmsistent and intir-related whole.' (History: Sec. 20-2 -

114, MCA; IMP, Sec. .20-2-121 MCA;INEW 1979 MAR 0.492-493
Eff. 5/25/7g7) r

10.8.602 TEACHING AREAS: ADVANCED PilOGRAMS (1) Ad-
midsion to su programs e open to rsons who already
hold the iAtial regular teaching certificate in the teadhing
'field. The emphasis, in both content auld rigor, should be
lon'advanced study in that field.

. (2) Learning procedures dhall be appropriate ,to the
competence of the students and to their,.growing knowledge in
the area of specialization.

(3) ,The content of programs in subject.fielda, .and/or
professional education shall provide: ,

(a) 'breadth in the field;
(b) the detailed study of'one or more sPecialized as-

pects of the field; and
(c) access to slew research and developments, (Historyi

Section 20-2-114, MCA;.IMP, Section,20-2-121,. MCA; NEW, 1979

MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/79.)
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Sub-Chapter 7

10.58.702

Specializations: Supervisory and Administrative Programs

10.58.701 SUPERVISORS Por the ptospective supervisor
the program shall:

(1) provide well-defined driteria for admission which
shall.include professional experiences in the schools;

(2) provide,for increased understanding of the crlial
and dynamic role of the school in our culture dnd 'for t
development of the knowledge and skills needed to focus the

Nresources of the school on recognized social.concernd;
(3) provide an advanced level of ,preparation with em-

phasis on recent researCh- and new developments the area
to be supervisedv

(4) 'provide for the development of skill in understand-
sing principles and practices in curriculuiedevelopment,and
interpreting this development to others; -

(5) prOvide for the understanding of learning theory
'and thtapPlication of such theory to the improvement of
teachirk;

(6) provide for the developMent of skill in sch.ol
supervision with ehphasis on the individual and on gr
processes; and '

(7) be .dgsigped to facilitate the acquisition of those
skills deemed,essential for effective superVision and shal1 .

include supervised experiences in schoolwto provide.an'
oPportunity to:

(a) observe how superviSors discharge supervisorx
duties

(b) gain knowledge, of essentials. in suCcessful school
supervision .

(c) acquire theoretical under.Standings 4:!f suCcessful
school.suparvisory practices

(d) learn.about school organization and essentials of
coordinat'ion of various aspeäts of the school program

(e) acquire supervisory competence through practice
carefully assessed by administrative or 'supervisory personnel.
(History: Sec. 20-2-114,*MCA; IMP, Sec. 20-2-1214 MCA; NEW,
1979 MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/25/137)

10.58.702 SCHOOL PRINCIPALS For'the prospective princ pal
the pi34174707E3II: .

(1) provide well-defined criteria for admission which
shall include professional experiences in the schoolsi

(2) a.saure the acquisition of:
(a) knowledge of d broad range of learning experiences

and an undetstanding of the inter-relationships involved
(b) knowledge and skills of administration and super-

vision
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(c) knowledge and skills related to 4.roup dynamics and
curricular improvements

(d) understanding of the particular rights, responsi-
bi4ties andethics inherent in professional service

(e) knowledge and skills related to.school-community
relations

(f) ability, to conceptualize the inter-relationships
of the various di ciplinas

(g) knowled of school law
(h) experie e 4.n research and development with specifi0

application to s ool programs and administration; .

(3) provi flexibility to allow for individualized
programs of study and experience;

(4) provide for swervised off-icampus practicum which
aids in integrating theou and effective school pra4tices;

(5) provide for thit 'identification of candidates pos-
seasing qualities of leadership, sensitivity, and scholarsh4.0
along with the hump relations skills and insights necessary
for effective selection and continuing development of
personnel through the use of selection, retention and final
'evaluation ,procedures;

461 provide for comprehension of learning theory and
competence in applying such theorTand -to the evaluation and
iMpFovement of learning and teaching; and

(7) , provide for understanding of the crucial and
dynamic role of the school in our culture and knowledge and
skills needed to focus the resources of the school on recog-
ni4ed social concerns. /Historx: Sec. 20-2-114, MCA; IMP,
Set. 20-2-121, MCA;EW, 1979 MAICP. 492-493, Eff..5/25:770%)

10.58;703 SOHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS For the prtspectiVe
superintendent Ow program shall:

(1) provide w 1-deflthed criteria for admissiOn which
shall include prof ional exPeriences in.the sChools;

(2) provic3 for the development of skill in administra-
tion of educati nal programs, administration of fun0 and- .

facilities, personnel-adMinistration and continuing staff -

development;
T3) provi4e for the development of skill in such

administrative processes .as: discovering, diagnosing,
setting goals, planningi'making decisions; establikhing
priorities, organizing, delegating, communicatinTand evalu-

I

ating;
(4) 'provide for understanding of:the crucial and -

dynamic role of the school in our cultdre and for knowledge
and skills needed in focusing the resources of.the school on
recognized social concerns;

(5) provide for' the identification of candidates
possessing .qualities of leadership, senaitivity, and scholar-
whip along with the human relations skills and insights
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rlecessary. for effective selection and continuing development
of all sChool personnel through the use of selection,_reten-
tion, and final evaluation procedures;

(6) provide studies, experienFes, and activities which
increase a candidate's comprehension, knowledge and skill in
relation to the following:

(a) the learner and the learning proaess
(b) curriculum development
(e) school organization and operation
(d) supervision of professional and non-professional

personnel
. A

(e) school board relationships, school/ law, professional
personnel responsibilities, negotiations, school finance,
and public relations

(f) relevant concepts from the social and. behavibral
sciences

(g) performance and interpretation of research and
development with specific 'applications to school programs
and administration

(h) dealing with school-community needs. (Hilii??ty:
Section 20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Section 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979
MAR p. 492-493, Eff. 5/13779).

Sub-Cbapter 8

Innovative and Experimental Programs
,

10.58.801 TYPES OFPROGRAMS (1) Innovatye*d ex-
perimental programs InClude but are not pecesilarAly,,iiinited
to the folic:Wing:

.(a) New Approaches: programs designed to develcip new
approaches, new arrangements, and/or new contexts for the
pieParation of school personnel.

(b) New Positions: programs designed to prepaie
school' personnel for new types of positions that are emerging
on theceducation scene.

(c) Special Needs: programs designed to meet the
special needs of'particular segments of our society.

(d) Specific CurricUlar Areas: programs detigned for
specific curricular areas for wtlich recognized standards
have.not been developed. (History: Section 20-2-114, MCA;
.ImP, Section 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p.492-493, Eff.
372-5/79.)

10.58.002 STANDARDS,JOR APPROVAL (1) A clear statement
justifying t e request for the approval of anAwperimental
or innovative program shall be provided and dheilla include
the assumptions,'rationale, and objectives On which the
program isbaied.
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(2) Each program shall:
(a) be based upon # statement of the purpose and -

objectives of teaching in'this area and upon a,well-formulitod
statement of the nature of the public school program that is
needed to accomplish these ol2jeitives. These statements
shall:

(i) be prepared cboperatively by the agencies concerned
with teacher education;

(ii) be based on analyses of current practkces and
tiends in this field of the public school curriculum; ancl

(iii) be available in writing.
(b) include a dleayly formelated statement Of the

competencies needed by teachers 4.n this area. These state-
Jaents of competencies shall:

(i) include required attitudes, knowledges, understand-
*ings and sk.ills and'the.degrees of expertise in each necessary
for the beginning teacher;

(ii) be based upon the statement deveiopedrin the
preceding standards regarding the-objectives and program of
the school; and

(iii) be available in writing.
(c) include a descrl.ptiod of the process by which the

personnel will be prepared;
(d)' develop provisions for keeping records of the stu-

.dents' progress in the-program;
.(e) make arrangements for'systematia review of the.

process at stated intervals by-both the ihstitution and the
office of public instructitniS

(f) be supported by identifiable,human and physical
resources that will be available throughout the duration of

.the program,. Any resources nop under the control of the
teacher education institution shall be outlined and contirmed
by the board of public education;

(g) include-a' timetable setting forth:
(i) the beginning and ending dates;
(ii) the sequence of activities that Will occur;
(iii) the anticipated schedule of eValuative check

points;
(iv) selected-intervals for the identification of

competencies or other changes in the program;
(v) the approximate dates on which periodic program

reports will be -Submitted to the 'appropridte'institutional
officials and to the suPerintendent tif public initruction.

(h) provide for continuing evaluations with definite
provisions for performance criteria and follow-up at speci-
fied intervals. The evaluations shall:

(i) be guided by a plan that includes, definitions
and'specifications of the kinds of evidence that will be
gathered and repoisted;
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(ii) provide information to identify areas in the
program that need strengthenipg;

(iii) be used to suggest new directions for program
davelopment%

(3) The preparing.institution shall be vested with the
administration responsibility for the program. Institutions
which accept the responsibility for the education of teachers
shall establish and designate the appropriate division,
school, college or department within the institution to act
within the framework of general institutional policies on
all matters relating to such program4 (History: Section
20-2-114, MCA; IMP, Section 20-2-121, MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p.
192--4931 Eff. 5713179.)

Sub-Chapter 9

Standards for Approving Competency-Based
or Perfprmance-Based.Programs

10.58.901 STANDARDS FOR APPROVING COMPETENCY-BASED OR
PERFORMANCE-BASED'PROGRAMS (1)' These etandarad-apply to
'cci---"performance-based teacher education

programs. For each preparation program the institution
shall:

(a) Develop and adopt an explicit statement 'of "program
exit" competencies that relate to the entry-level profession-
al tole. These4competencies must include all of the criteria
implicit in the general standards (Sub-Chapter 4) 4nd
specific standards (Sub-Chaptet 5). ,

(b) Provide a program design that:
(i) relates the competencies (cited in (2) above) to

modules, subcourges or courSes;
lists the learnineactivities involved; and

(iii) specifies the assessment techniques used to'
verify the"attainment,of these competencies. 4

(c) Formally assesses follow-up data to determine the
rel'ationship between Nexit" competencies and initial ptofes-
sional role performance.' Such assessment shall be considered
in program development.

(d) Have an on-site evaluation team designated by the
office of public instruction determine the institution's
performance in the development and verification of .a candi-
date's role competency and in the collection and use of
follow-up data. (History: Section 20-2-114, MCA; IMP,
Section 20-2-1211 MCA; NEW, 1979 MAR p.492-493, Eff7-3/25/79.)
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